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Avdon HiCC Philosophy Part 54 
This issue of the GENERAL is somewhat of 

an experiment. In the past, when we've put all 
our eggs in the same basket so to speak with an 
issue concentrating on just one game the results 
have b k n  either wildly successful as in Vbl. 1 1, 
No. 4 (PANZERBLITZ) or disappointing as was 
the case with .Val. 12, No: 3 (JUTLAND). 
Generally speaking, we've found.that the more 
scauergun the.approach the more-popular the 
issue. Most of our readers would rather see 
many smaller articles on a wide range of games 
asopposedto major studies ofjust a few-which 
they may not own or be interested in. But there 
are always those who favor the opposite 
treatment and, although in the minority, we'll 
never forgetthem entirely. This issue represents' 
one such effort to appease that faetion.The one 
thing we'll always cling to in publishing the 
GENERAL is the right to experiment with 
different approaches to avoid falling into a fut 
formed by strictly adhering to a single format. 

Thls parficular issue might well have, been 
renamed CIVIL WAR ILLUSTRATED or ANGIO- 
LlLLO & HAMBLEN, INC. had we gone through 
with our original intent of including Richard's 
Campaign Game variant of CHANCELLORS- 
VILLE. Discretion proved the better part of valor 
however and we backed away from a total Civil 
War issue with some rearet. As a result. 

forms for the Second National Wargaming 
Convention to be heldJuly 23rd, 24th. and 25th 
at Johns Hopkins University. We urge you to 
make your re-rvations as soon as possible. 

We have made arrangementsfor ORIGINS to 
travel to other cities in future years and 
therefore are not holding anything back in 
making this farewell convention effort a truly 
memorable one. With a' year's experience 
behind us, we are determined to correct last 
year's problems and have an unblemished 

- national show in '76. 

" 
Richards exceIlent work will appear in a lster 
issue. ' 

Joe Angiolillo's effortsshould keep our Civil 
War buffs occupied for quite awhile, however. 
All the historical trimmings aside, Joe's effor LS 
will enable ambitious readers to replay four Civil 
War battles utilizing the CHANCELLORSVILLE 
rnapboard and rules with his adaptations and 
counters. The larter have been laid out in such a 
way that they fit exactly over the standard AH 
blank l/i"counter sheet which you can purchase 
from our parts dept..for 81.00 plus the usual 
shipping charges. A liberal coating of rubber 
cement and a half hour with a razor blade will 
leave the industrious reader with five Civil War 
games whereonce he had only CHANCELLORS- 
V/LLE. 

Readers will notice thqt we've begun to 
number the insert pages as inregral parts of the 
magazine. Many readers have been reluctant to 
cut out the insert and we don't suppose that 
numbering the pages will lessen this any. 
However, the four page insert in the center of 
the magazine is just that-an insert. We will 
continue to use it for printing forms and 
advertisements. Xerox duplicates will be accept- 
ed for those not wishing to mar their magazines 
but handwritten want-ads, etc. will not. 

Most of the material appearing in the 
GENERAL is staff written but we do solicit 
anicles from the readership. Rejected manu- 
scripts are always returned to the sender upon 
request. Authors of published material are 
eligible for remuneration in the form of free AH 
merchandise. We don't promise anything but 
are always Interested in obtaining quality 
material and invite you to try your hand if you 
feel you can meer our standards. 

ORIGINS II 
It's hard to believe that it's already time to 

preview the events to be seen at ORlGlNS II. Yet, 
this issue contains the official pre-registration 

Included in this issue are pre-registration 
forms for entrance, Icdg~ng, and the various 
competitions to be held at ORIGINS . You are 
urged to carefully read all details contained 
herein and then mail the respective forms with 
check(s) for full piyrnent ASAP. We have on- 
campus lodging for only the first 550 pre- 
registrants. In addition, many of the activities 
are limitedsolely topre-registration and wilt be 
closed to those not so pre-registered. Still 
others will be limited to a set number of 
entrants and once that number is obtalned the 
events will be closed: Competition will be the 
focal point of ORlGlNS so don't be left on the 
outside looking in. Make plans to pre-register 
in at least one event. 

Due to -the failure of other participating 
tompanies to give us full detailson-their planned 
activities by presstime we can accept pre- 
registration for only some of the events at 
ORIGINS II, Hopefully, we wlll be able topass on 
information- pertaining to other events in the 
next issue. You will be able to register for these 
later added events at the.con, however. 

PRE-REGISTRATION 
Admission to ORIGINS II will cost $3.00 per 

day or 88.00forthe weekend when paying atthe 
door. Pre-reg~stration will be limited 10 admis- 
sion for the entire weekend and will cost 88.00 
The increase is due both to inflation and 
increased services. Whereas, last year things 
were done as cheaply as possible, the 1976 
event will be 1st class in every way. All checks 
should be made payable to Interest Group 
Battimore (with the sole exception of the JHU 
dormitory fee). All pre-registrants will be maired 
a 32 page convention program and plastic 
badges which they must wear at all times wh~le 
at the show. Therefore, pre-registranrs will have 
no linestowait in1 You'll beabletowalkinoff the 
street with your badge and automatically 
partake in any con activities: For this reason, we 
urge you to pre-register as soon as possible to 
guard agalnst having to wait in the lines that 
marred the opening of last year's show; and to 
guarantee your position in the event of your 
choice. Pre-registration must be completed by 
June 30t h. We will mail no materials after July 
7 s i  so a pre-registrant afterthatdate will have to 
sign in at the registration desk and brave 
whatever lines may exist. 

Hopefully, lines will be much less of a 
problem this year. Keys for JHU housing will be 
picked up directly at the dorms from JHU 
officials. Neither I.G.B. nor AH officialswill have 
any hand in housing matters. Trained profes- 
sionals will be on hand to handle the check-in 

Continued on Page 2 7, Column 1 
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FOUR ROADS TO RICHMOND 
by Joseph A. Angiolillo Jr. with Richard Hamblen 

THE RIVER OF WAR 
by Richard Hambien 

In eastern Virginia, alI campaigns led to the 
Rappahannock near Fredericksburg. 

To understand why this was so, it ianecessary to 
look at a map and talk a little bit about the unseen 
strategic realities in Virginia. 

Starting south from Washington D.C. and the 
Federal base at Alexandria (as any Federal army 
would have to begin), the most promising route of 
invasion followed the line of the railroad to 
Richmond. In the contested region of northern 
Virginia this route follow& the railroad through 
Centreville, Manassas Junction, Warrenton and 
Culpeper Court House before it ran past Cedar 
Mountain and into Orange Court House and the 
road south to the North Anna river and Richmond. 

This route was attractive because it had the 
railroad available to support a aupply line and 
because where it crossed the Rapidan and Rappa- 
hannock rivers,at Warrenton and Cedar Mountain, 
those rivers were easily fordable. If necessary a 
flanking column could even be sent upriver to 
outflank any defense along the river line. 

An invasion farther inland was unattractive 
because the terrain was rough and there were not 
enough roads to support a big supply line, especially 
in bad weather. The Bull Run Mountains formed a 
shield that ran beside the railroad from Centreville 
down to the upriver area. Beyond the Bull Run 
Mountains was the Shenandoah Valley, and the 
Shenandoah was a treacherous place dominated by 
easily-defended passes. An invasion down the 
Valley would be beaded away from Richmond 
anyway, and it would be running the risk of being 
boxed away from defending Washington. The main 
Federal army never set foot in the Valley 
throughout the war. 

On the other side of the railroad line there was 
another route of advance that should have been 
insignificant well. This route waa down near the 
Chesapeake Bay and the lower Potomac, where the 

,. rivera grew great enough to severely hinder maneu- 
;' vering. 

Just south of Alexandria, this route entered the 
box formed by the Occoquan, Potomac, and 
Rappahmnock Rivers, an  area that contained such 
important towns as Stafford Court House, Fal- 
mouth, and Aquia Landing on the Potomac. This 
area was deeply within the Federalsphere of control 
in Virginia-with major rivers hindering movement 
in every direction the area was just a trap for a 
Confederate army. The trap rn worse for the 
Confederates because the rivera in their front were 
lesser obstacles than the river in their rear-the 
Ocmquan was a much smaller river than the 
Rappahannock, to the west there was open ground 
aiding any attack from Warrenton, and the Federals 
could even strike from across the Potomac through 
their fleet. The tacticaldisadvantages of the position 
were so evident and so dangerous that the 
Confederates never tried to hold it with a sizable 
army and only dared to hold it at all when they were 
utterly certain of being able to retreat to Warrenton. 
As a result the Federals built a major depot at Aquia 
Landing and maintained it throughout the war, a 
secure supply line coming down the waters of the 
Potomac. (On the Chancellorsville mapboard the 
road leaving at WW37 would come to Aquia 
Landing in a few hexes.) 

South of the Potomac there were areas more 
suited to a Confederate defense. The possible route 
of invasion divides nicely into two regions of terrain 
south of the Rappahannack. From Fredericksburg 
east the terrain was open but the Rappahannock 
was deep and could not be forded; west of 
Fredericksburg itself was the Wilderness, a tangle of 
woods and underbrush that reached nearly to 
Orange Court House. The Wilderness was the area 
of possibilities and danger, for here the Rappahan- 
nock could be crossed in many places, but there 
were few roads and a battle turned into a complex, 
unpredictable thing where the Union army's extra 
manpower did not count for much. If an invader 
could get past these areas he would come next to 
Spottsylvank Court House and a road south, but 
moving across the coastal lowlands he would find 
more wide, deep rivers blocking his way to Rich- 
mond. 

Clearly the railroad line offered fewer obstacles 
to an advanoe. Yet in the end, although Federal 

armies were always willing to maneuver along the 
lime of the railroad, when they finally moved south 
to fight they always came to the Fredericksburg 
area. 

The reason why this had to be is hidden in the 
nature of the strategic balance in Virginia. The 
Federal army's size was balanced by the Confeder- 
ate army's speed, and bothof these factors tended to 
drive the Federals down towards the Frederick* 
burg route. 

The size of the Federal army had three effects. 
First of all, the Army of the Potornac was an army 
that very definitely marched on its stomach and had 
to have a seEure supply line. Throughout the war it 
was continually the largest accumulation of human- 
ity on the mntinent, outside of thecities,and it often 
had present twice as many men as any other front 
line army, Confederate or Union. Manpower 
massed on that a l e  had special limitations onit: to 
keep all its human, horse, and cannon mouths fed it 
could not rely on the chancy business of foraging off 
the land (especially in war-ravaged Virginia), it had 
to have a secure supply line to keep it functional. 
Confederate eruptions onto that supply line could 
cripple the army's ability to fight for its advances 
and could end a campaign by themselves. Such a 
large army had to have a supply line. 

The size of the Federal army created other 
probiems as well. An army that size overloaded the 
road networks, forcing the army to  march in small 
groups on many roads, and an army moving in 
many columns must march deliberately and with 
care if it is t o  keep its cohesion. The very size of the 
Federal army forced it to move slowly just, so it 
could stay coordinated in front of the enemy. 

Lastly; the size of the Army of the Potomac 
made it all the more valuable and irreplacable. To 
lose Washington D.C. wodd be a catastrophe, but 
to lose half of the Federal front-line soldiers in 
existence in one campaign would be an irreparable 
catastrophe, a consideration which weighed on the 
mind of every commander of the Army of the 
Potomac and increased theircautionacwrdingly. It 
might be possible to abandon your supply line in a 
conquer-or-die maneuver with a smaller army out 
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west, but it would be madness to play conquer-or- 
die with Robert E. Lee when the stakes were the 
Army of the Potomac. 

All of these consequences of the size of the 
Federal army-the need for a secure supply line, the 
slownesa in maneuver, and the avoidance of risks- 
were magnified greatly by the Confederate Army of 
Northern Virginia's greatest strength, its ability to 
move and strike swiftly and far. 

Under such circumstances a Federal advance 
along the line of the railroad was fraught with 
dangers. Confederate raids striking from behind the 
screen on the Bull Run Mountains could descend at 
will onto any supply line through Centreville (the 
raids were so unstoppable that the whole area 
became known as "Mosby's Confederacy" later in 
the war), and sometimes such raids would turn out 
to contain a whole Confederate Corps trying to bag 
the entire Union Army! 

So in the end the Federals were never willing 
to chance a great battle with such a long overland 
supply line behind them. Raids would weaken their 
ability to win a battle, and in the event of a defeat or 
even a stalemate they would face the threat of a 
Confederate super-raid cutting off the retreat of the 
whole army. 

Down near Fredericksburg things were not so 
risky. The wide Potornac with its friendly Federal 
fleet was near, and a short and perfectly safe supply 
line could run to Aquia Landing and then out to sea. 
The threat of Confederate maneuvers was cut down 
by the difFtcult terrain, and if the Federal attacks 
also became that much harder it was a cheap price to 
pay for the twin luxuries of steady supplies and a 
safe retreat after a defeat. 

So, at last, one after another the Federal 
commanders of the Army of the Potomac came to 
the same conclusions and came down to Fredericks- 
burg to fight. And Robert E. Lee was always there 
to meet them. 

. . . Which, in the end, might have been a 
mistake. Lee could make the Federalslengthen their 
supply line again merely by retreating to the good 
defensive positions behind the North Anna river, 
and once again the Federal commanders would 
have to face the threat of a raidcoming down behind 
them. For Lee it was in miniature the question that 
plagued the Confederacy as a whole-whether to 
sacrifice ground in the interests of a possibly 
devastating counterattack. 
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It was a close decision, and in fact Lee did offer 
to let the Federals across the Rappahannock a few 
times, but the Federals were always too wary tg fall 
into any trap. Lee only offered the opportunity 
when he had forces perfectly positioned to raid into 
the difficult river country. 

And as the war went on, and Lee's force and his 
ability to  counterattack dwindled, he became more 
and more willing to be satisfied to defend with the 
advantages of the Rappahannock and the Wilder- 
ness, accepting the morale advantages of stopping 
every Federal attack at the Rappahannock, and 
making the Federals fight for every inch of territory 
rather than gamble on a chancy raid in the river 
country. 

So in the very end the road to Richmond led past 
Fredericksburg, by mutual consent. In men, money, 
and powder spent there it was, and is, the most 
valuable section of real estate in America. 

PROLOGUE TO 
FREDERICKSBURG 

In the first place the problem was political. 
Due to the political nature of the Civil War the 

northern politicians were deeply committed to 
victory, distrustful of the military establishment, 
and very aware of their own power in a volunteer 
war effort run on popular support. AlI of these 
factors led the politicians to intervene in the 
military's conduct of the war. 

The politicans were untutored in military. 
science, however, and they wereunwilling to blindy 
trust their expert advice (they distrusted the 
peacetime officer corps because of the southern 
sympathy known to exist there). As a result the 
politicians were forced to think in the simplest and 
most obvious terms: advance or inaction, obedience 
or disobedience, victory, or defeat. The politicians 
were going to take an active part in the war, and the 
generals were going to have to deliver in a most 
obvious fashion; this was the political pressure that 
! a p n  them always. 

The political factors, and the political pressure, 
were all enormously magnified in the fall of 1862. 
The Emancipation Proclamation, revered and 
controversial at that time, had sent the political 
stakes through the roof. At the same time the 
politicians were at the end of a year of trying to get 
the most prestigious soldier in the North, George B. 
McClellan in command of the Army of the 
Potomac, to advance and F i t .  Time after time 
McClellan had defied them, and their wrath grew as 
they mobilized their pressure. 

Finally, on November 5, 1862, McClelan, 
"Young Napoleon," the most beloved commander 
the Army of the Potomac ever had (and the best, 
according to Robert E. Lee), was removed from 
command for refusing, one last time, to advance and 
fight. 

The master was gone, replaced by a longtime 
subordinate, Ambrose E. Burnside. 

Everybody was very sensitive to what the 
politiml pressure was saying: Advance! And fight! 

(Note of some interest: On Novemkr 6, before 
he received word of his dismissal, McClellan 
routinely ordered that all the military stores at 
Harpers Ferry be sent to Washington. Among those 
stores was the pontoon train of the army. Keep an 
eye on those pontoons . . . ) 

THE CAMPAIGN OF 
FREDERICKSBURG 

In the campaign of Fredericksburg the Army of 
the Potomac started by moving too fast, failed 
kcause it moved too slowly, and finished by not 
being able to move a t  all. 

The new commander, Ambrose E. Burnside, 
submitted a plan of advanoe for approval before he 
even formally assumed command of the army. 

On November 14, 1862 Lincoln approved the 
plan. 

The next morning the Federal Army was 
marching. 

It might be wise here to look at the opposing 
armies at that instant. 

The Army of the Potornac was spread along the 
line of the railroad to Culpeper. Lee's Army of 
Northern Virginia was divided into two equal 
sections, haIf under Longstreet guarding Culpeper 
and the other half under Jackson far away in the 
Shenandoah Valley, threatening to erupt through 
the passes onto the railroad supply line. 

The Federal army was positioned primarily for 
defense. Four army corps were near Warrenton, 
half-heartedly threatening Lee and Longstreet 
across the barrier of the u k r  ~ a ~ ~ a h a n n o c k ,  but 
three more were back watching Jackson and 
holding the passes at Harpers Perry and above 
Centreville. A final corps-the 111-was just 
rejoining the army after a prolonged convalescent 
stay in the defenses of Washington. 

The Army of the Potornac was composed of 
many elements with differing histories, and combin- 
ing its old strength with new arrivals it was going 
into this campaign with its power at a wartime high. 
The heart of the army was the troops that McClellan 
had organized and that had gone with him to the 
Peninsular Campaign: the 11, 111, V, and V1 corps 
(the IVcorps had been wrecked and discontinued on 
the Peninsula, its troops going to fill out the VI 
corps). Added to them was the I corps, only one 
division of which had made it to the Peninsula. 
There were also two runty wrps formed out of the 
troops that had been left to garrison the Shenan- 
doah and W s t  Virginia, the. XI and XII',corps. 
Finally there was the alien IX corps that had made 
its reputation-and Bumside's-in a campaign 
down in the North Carolina sounds. 

The army's command was a mixture of old and 
new as well. To ease his administrative duties 
Burnside had organized these eight corps into four 
miniature armies called "Grand Divisions," each 
miniature army containing two corps with artillery 
and cavalry support. The artillery reserve was still 
kept separate. To staff the eight corps and four 
grand divisions Burnside had three corps command- 
ers, four divbion commanders, and four brigade 
commanders from the Peninsula-era army (Sigel 
commanded both the Reserve Grand Division and 
the XI Corps); for six of them Fredericksburg was 
their first campaign in corps command. 

The Army of Northern Virginia was more 
conventionally organized, but it had been somewhat 
reorganized as well. Jackson's Corps was un- 
changed with the two Valley divisions and the over- 
sized divisions of the Hills, but the brigades of Long- 
street's Corps had been shifted to form more 
balanced diviaions with incompetent commanders 
weeded out. The artillery of the whole army had 
been overhauled, with the understrength or ineffi- 
cient batteries merged into the others, although the 
batteries had not yet been organized into battalions, 
a reform that was to come after Fredericksburg. For 
commanders of his two corps and nine divisions Lee 
had two corps commanders and four division 
commanders who had held their positions since the 
Peninsular campaign--and of the new men, three 
were Early, Hood, and Pickett! 

kq's command was much better led than the 
Federals', and in the tactical pause since Antietam 
many stragglers, recovered wounded, and new 
recruits had joined thearmy. The Army of Northern 
Virginia was going into the campaignof Fredericks- 
burg with its effective strength at a wartime high. 
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On November 14, Lincoln's approval still warm 

in his pocket, Burnside sent out his orders. The 
Grand Divisions were set up. A message was sent up 
to Washington asking that a pontoon train be sent 
to Fredericksburg at once. Sumner's "Right Grand 
Division" was ordered to Fredericksburg to meel 
the pontoons and cross. 

. . . . Mistake. The campaign was starting too 
fast. With no one paying special attention amidst 
the general shifting of stores, the order to send the 
pontoons from Harpers Ferry had not been received 
until the 12th. The pontoons were just amving in 
Washington on the 14th. The message came back 
that it would take a few days to get a pbntdbrl train 
together. 

Bumside didn't listen. Franklin's Grand Divi- 
sion marched on the 16th, the VI Corps coming 
from Jackson's front and the I Corps from Lee's. 
The artillery reserve followed the next day, with 
Hooker's Grand Division bringing up the rear. 
The whole army was moving for Fredericksburg. 

In Washington the pontoon train was casually 
assembled. Casually? No one had thought to tell the 
commander of the train why they were needed. 
Going through channels fighting red tape, he 
gradually requisitioned the horses and wagons he 
needed. 

In military science there is an axiom about 
"converging columns"; the rule is, don't depend on Having finally abandoned the impassable roads, Two days later, under cover of darkness and 
two independent columns arriving at the same place the pontoon train at last floated down to the Army storm. the Federal armv stole back across the river. 
at the same time. 

For Bumside, one column was his army. The 
independent column was the pontoon train. 

The entire cutting edge of the Army of the 
Potomac, three Grand Divisions and the artilIery 
reserve, were in position opposite Fredericksburg 
by November 19. That day the pontoon trainstarred 
from Washington, its commander worrying about 
manhandling the clumsy things down the rough 
roads. 

Lee had not been idle. Deducingaccurately from 
the Federal corps marching across his front, he had 
started two divisions and a cavalry brigade for 
Fredericksburg on the 18th, and on the 19th he sent 
the rest of Longstreet as well. Lee knew he had been 
flanked-there were only two batteries and two 
regiments to oppose a Federal crossing at 
Fredericksburg-and he expected he'd be forced 
back to defend on the next river to the south, the 
North Anna. Confederate engineers were already 
preparing a position there. 

In the Federal camp dissention reignd. Cross! 
said the subordinate generals. Send Sumner across 
in boats. Hooker wanted to cross by the fordsabove 
the city. 

Burnside waited for the pontoons. He thought 
the fords would not remain useable under the 
crossing of a large body of troops or a supply train. 
The army waited. 

On the 21st of November the last of Lee's army 
had arrived and was entrenching behind Fredericks- 
burg. Lee, sure at last that he'd found the whole 
Federal army, sent a message to Jackson in the 
Valley: come in towards Fredericksburg, but take 
your time. It wasrainingand Lee was woxriedabout 
the roads, but he thought Jackson could still 
threaten the Federal flank from Culpeper. 

On the 21st the pontoon train, halfway down 
from Washington and struggling in the mud, had to 
use its pontoons to cross the swollen Occoquan 
River. 

Marching leisurely, Jackson came into Orange 
Court House on November 26. The roads were so 
bad that it was pointless to advance him to 
Culpeper. On the 27th Lee ordered him into 
Fredericksburg. 

of the Potomac. 
After arresting the officer in charge of the 

pontoon train, Burnside immediately started 
searching for a place to cross. Fredericksburg was 
unappealing with Longstreet's corps waiting there 
on the hills, so Burnside started looking down- 
stream where the Rappahannock was wider and 
there were only a few places where it was possible to 
throw a bridge. 

Two possible places were found: fifteen miles 
below, at Skinner's Neck, and five miles below that 
at Port Royal. Engineers were sent, and Burnside 
himself went down to look the places over. 

On November 30 Jackson's Corps arrived at 
Fredericksburg. Burnside was feverishly getting 
ready to cross at Skinner's Neck. 

On December 3, Jackson's corps marched 
downstream and occupied the positions that 
seemed so interesting to all those Federal engineers. 

Burnside was blocked. The campaign had finally 
lasted too long. It was a failure. 

It was too late in the rainy season to try a 
campaign of maneuver and besides the railroad 
supply line had been dismantled and it would be an 
enormous job to set it up again. Burnside could 
move to another line and try again. But in front of 
him was the whole army of Northern Virginia, 
entrenched in an awesome position. 

By all military rules Burnside should have just 
closed the campaign and gone into winter quarters. 
He could not maneuver and how could he fight? 

BUT. . . from above there came the pressure. 
Advance and fight! We have had enough waiting! 

Burnside remembered McClellan's decapitated 
career. And Burnside was nowhere near the 
powerful figure that McClellan had been. Burnside 
always believed in following orders, he'd even 
submitted his plans for approval and hadn't budged 
until they were approved . . . 

ADVANCE AND FIGHT! 
On Decemkr 11, 1862, the Army of the 

Potomac was crossed into Frederkksburg, where 
two days later it assailed the Confederates on the 
heights. 

About that Confederate General Joe Johnson' 
had the final word, when he heard about the battle 
from afar: "what luck some people have. Nobody 
will ever attack you or I in such a place.'' 

The campaign of Fredericksburg was not yet 
over, however. Despite the catastrophic reaction to 
the battle (Kentucky almost seceded), the political 
pressure continued fromabove. Nine of theeighteen 
divisions that had crossed the river were almost 
unscathed, and in addition both the army and the 
garrison at Washington had additional troops that 
had no1 even near the battle. , 

The Reserve Grand Division had been left 
behind to guard Harpers Ferry and the approaches 
to Washington. It had started to move south at the 
same time that the main army began crossing the 
Rappahannock, and the XI joined the main army 
just after the battle. The XI1 Corps was left around 
Centreville, but it was just a few days' march away 
and Burnside could call it in whenever he wanted it. 
In addition a convoy of unassigned regiments was 
released from the defenses of Washington and 
marched down to Bumside along the Maryland 
bank of the Potomac. They crossed to Aquia 
Landing the day of the battle. 

So, numerically, the Army of the Potomac was 
in acceptable condition. Morally, however, it had 
been crippled. The junior officers were aghast a t  the 
stupidity and carnage of the battle, and hid had tho 
additional shock of seeing Burnside practically fall 
to pieces after the Fist day's catastrophe. Now, with 
the season growing even later Burnside was still 
talking about advancing. 

Worried delegations of officers began to slip into 
Washington to have some confidential discussion 
with the War Department. 

Lee, meanwhile, was perfectly willing to wait it 
out on thk line if it took all winter. Hampton's 
cavalry brigade was stationed up by KelIy's Ford, 
and regularly it darted up and razed the miniature 
supply road that came down the Virginia bank of 
the Potomac. That's where he'd been while the 
battle of Fredericksburg had been going on, and, 
after the battle he continued the raids, 
culminating in a massive expedition of all the 
brigades led by Stuart himself on December 27. 

Bumside was about to start another movement 
when a warning message from Lincoln stopped him. 

Finally, on January 20 Burnside was moving 
again. It wasclear that he would never beable to win, 
through at Fredericksburg, so at last he was 
listening to Hooker's advice. This move would be 
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via the fords upstream. The whole army was set into 
motion, the XI1 Corps was ordered to march down 
to the main body. 

Lee saw this move and started his columns to 
intercept. 

. . .  And on the 20th of January it rained. On the 
21st it rained. The pontoons, moving to the fords, 
became hopelessly bogged down. The artillery 
became immobile in the mud. It rained. The infantry 
itself finally slowed, unable to move. 

This was the famous "Mud March," and it 
finished Burnside. The army finally turned around 
and squished its way back to its winter camps on the 
23rd. 

In the last place the problem was military. 
Burnside had claimed he was inadequate to lead an 
army, and he had set up the Grand Divisions to take 
over the administrative work load. They failed him. 
Supply became irregular, sanitation became a 
problem. Morale plummeted, aided by the catas- 
trophe at Fredericksburg and the exhausting 
debacle of the march in the mud. 

The army rotted beneath Burnside's feet. 
The Army of the Potomac was unable to be used 

as an army. It could not move. 
The campaign was ended. 

On January 25th Burnside was removed, and the 
army went into winter quarters, healing itself and 
waiting for the spring. 

THE GENERAL 

THE BATTLE OF FREDERICKSBURG 
December 13, 1862 was a cool, crisp morning in 

the hills surrounding Fredericksburg, Virginia. Fog 
blanketed the Rappahannock River, cloaking the 
charred buildings of yesterday's skirmish. About 10 
o'clock the rays of the sun struggled through the fog 
to reveal an unbelievable spectacle. To  the right of 
the city, in the plains below, $0,000 Federal soldiers 
of Franklin's Grand Division awaited the order to 
attack. Rank upon rank of marching soldiers, their 
standards flying and couriers galloping between 
regiments, offered a blue contrast to the white light 
of flashing bayonets against the rising mist. The 
panorama must have resembled a blue blanket 
covering new fallen snow. 

In the city itself Federal troops of Sumner's 
Grand Division were busy massing in the streets. 
Although their positions were obscured by burned 
buildings, the rumble of artillery in motion 
informed the Confederates that something was 
amiss. 

Beyond the Rappahannock, Stafford Heights 
rose above the riverbank, commanding the plains 
on the Confederate side of the river. Iron barrels of 
the Union artillery reserve speckled the ridge from 
the dam above Fredericksburg toa  mill on the right. 
The largest dots, obviously the Federal siege guns, 
occupied the center of the ridge. Two divisions of 
infantry guarded the pontoon bridges to the southat 
Franklin's crossing. 

In front of the Union position, between the 
Confederate and Union lines, the plains were 
broken by small ravines and streams. Hazel Run 
and Deep Run were definite obstacles, flowing 

through ravines hidden by woods and thick 
undergrowth. Although fordable in depth, the 
creeks were "psychologically" unfordable. In warm 
weather most soldiers would accept a thorough 
drenching, but in the dead of winter water would 
freeze to a soldier's skin, producing cold, pneumo- 
nia, and death. The Confederates knew this only too 
well and they burned bridges over Deep Run, Hazel 
Run, and the drainage ditch behind the city. The 
Canal, unlike the creeks, was actually unfordable. 
This was a blessing to the defenders who only 
needed to defend the bridges. 

The Confederates defended on wooded, sloping 
hills and wuoded ridges; in breastworks, redoubts, 
and rifle pits. By far, Marye's Heights was the 
strongest position on the field. Other prominent 
features included Stansbury Hill, Telegraph Hill, 
Cemetary Hill, and Prospect Hill, all of which rose 
40 to 50 feet above the surrounding plains. To the 
right of the Confederate position was marshy land, 
frozen solid by the wld temperature. 

To  take these positions Burnside had the best six 
corps of the Army of the Potomac (the other two 
corps, the XI and XI1 were in the rear guarding the 
approaches to Washington). Bumside considered 
himself a sort of Army Group Commander; he 
would stay on the other side of the river and send 
only the most general directions to the generals 
commanding at the front. The battle would develop 
depending on how these commanders interpreted 
those orders. 

In Fredericksburg itself, on the Federal right, 
the commander was Edwin Sumner. whose most 
obvious qualities were his stxaightfo&ard aggres- 
siveness and his loyalty. On the left the Federal 
commander was W. B. Franklin, a general from the 
McClelhn clique and a conservativeattacker, in the 
McClellan mold. The junior among the Grand 
Division commanders was "Fighting Joe" Hooker 
on the other side of the river, but his responsibility 
was limited to sending up the reserves as they were 
needed. The battle would develop as Sumner and 
Franklin saw fit. 

On December 12, Burnside sent up his orders to 
Sumner and Franklin: on the right and on the left 
the Grand Divisions were to advanoe and occupy 
the commanding terrain behind Fredericksburg. No 
specific directions weregiven; no mention was made 
of the Confederates who happened to be occupying 
those heights. 

From this evolved the battle of Fredericksburg. 
Franklin moved first, sweeping down the river 

and up to the Confederate positions. Meade's crack 
division of Pennsylvania Reserves led the advance, 
two brigades abreast and one in reserve. On his right 
came Gibbon; on his left, along the riverbank, 
marched Doubleday. In his front there were ravines 
and the Richmond road and advanced Confederate 
batteries, harrying the steady advance. 

'The Gallant Pelham," the daring commander 
of the Confederate horse artillery, led the first 
Confederate reaction when hegalloped out with two 
guns and held off the whole advancefor half an hour 
by threatening to rake the advancing Federal flank. 
Overwhelming masses of artillery were brought up  - .  
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Slowly but surely, as the morning passed, the 
Federal batteries silenced the Confederate artillery. 
Finally they were quiet, just as Birney's division of 
reinforments came up to support Meade. 

At that moment Meade led hi Pennsylvania 
Resems towards the Confederate line. It was 1130 
a.m. 

Unbelievable as it may seem, there was a gap in 
the Confederate line between Lane's and Archer's 
Confederate brigades. The marshy ground was 
rugged and densely wooded. In the summer it would 
be practically impenetrable, but the cold weather 
had changed all Ihat. Apparently A.P. Hill did not 
realize his predicament nor did Gregg whose 
brigade was positioned in reserve behind the frozen 
marsh. The result was predictable but totally 
unexpected. 

Meade swept away Lane and Archer and sent 
Gregg's brigade spinning, its leader mortally 
wounded. 

All of this Meade had doneaione. As hi division 
paused and wondered where its reinforcements 
were, the Confederates started to react. Jubal 
Early's division and the Stonewall division started 
fonvard, as Gibbon hurried forward and tried to 
catch up with Meade's attack. 

In Fredericksburg itself, meanwhile, the Feder- 
als had spent the morning bringing up troops and 
getting them into position. Then, at noon, the sound 
of firing wafted up the river from Meade'sfight. The 
battle was beginning. The orders came down from 
Sumner: ao in. 

The li Corps stepped out and headed towards 
the only part of the Confederate line they could get 
to--a little stone wall at the base of Marye's 
Heights, the hill behind Fredericksburg. 

The Confederates had k e n  fortifying this area 
for a month, and they were ready. The stone wall 
itself hid Cobb's brigade, and Ransom's entire 
division was farther up the hill and hidden behind 
the protected rear slope, as reserves. Along thecrest 
Longstreet had concentrated the artillery from two 
divisions plus both reserve battalions from his 
reserve artillery. The famed "Washington Artillery" 
was directly behind and above the stone wall; 
Alexander's battalion was to the north, Cabell's 
battalion was across Hazel Run to the south but 
placed so that its fire could sweep theapproaches to 
the stone wall. 

And the Federals came, towards the stone wall. 
From every angle the roar of Confederate artillery 
and musketry fire rose. French's division led, 
followed by  anco cock's. Howard's division was 
hurried UD out of Fredericksburrtlwhere it had been 
relieved by Whipple), end made 'ready to go in on 
the right of the main attack. This was the I1 Corps, 
the Corps that never lost a gun nor a flag, led by 
commanders who would all lead corps before long. 

The attack marched up in brigade columns. A 
canal drainage ditch traversed the field, and the 
Confederates had dismantled the bridges, forcing 
the attacking columns to go to the left, directly 
towards the stone wall. 

From the time they left the cover of Fredericks- 
burg's buildings the Federal attackers had to cross 
800 yards to get to the stone wall. 

French's division did not get within 60 yards of 
the stone wall before what wasleft of itsmendove to 
the ground for cover. Hancock's division came 
marching through the disorganized remnants. 

One officer of Hancock's division made it to 
within 100 feet of the stone wall. The Confederates 
found him there the next day. It was the farthest 
Union penetration. 

Hancock's division went to theground with 40% 
msualties. 

Howard, channeled to the left by the drainage 
ditch, came in across the ground the other divisions 

had covered. It stopped far from the wall, but at 
least it was not totally wrecked. 

The I1 Corps was no more. But the attacks were 
not over. 

Meanwhile, on the Federal left, Meade was still 
in the midst of the Confederate position and 
wondering just where his supports were. 

Then Early's division struck with the Stonewall 
brigade on its left and Meade fought his way back 
out of the swamp. 

As he came out into the open, fierce Confed~r- 
ates boiling out of the woods after he found out 
what had happened to his supports. Gibbon, 
devloved to hip right. had missed the hole Meade 

had blown in the Confederate front and so had 
become embroiled in a fruitless standoff with A.P. 
Hill's leftrnost brigades. And Franklin had delayed 
in ordering up any other supports! Birney'sdivision 
came up just as Meade fell back, and together the 
Federal divisions fought their way back to the 
Federal line and beat off the Confederate counkrat- 
tack. Birney and' Sickles, arriving late, took over 
Meade's and Gibbon's positions in the lime; Meade's 
and Gibbon's divisions were through. The Pennsyl- 
vania Reserves would have to try to rebuild their 
strength in the defenses of Washington; the wrecked 
division was transferred out of the army within a 
month. 
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Franklin was convinced of the futility of attack; 

on the left the battle was over,except for the artillery 
duela. 

On the right the 1X Corps was preparing to go 
into action. Sumner was an impetuous attacker. 
Burnside had ordered him tostay, personally, on the 
other side of the river, for fear the loyal old soldier 
would try to personally lead an attack. The order 
probably saved Sumner's life, but he was not at the 
front and could not make his own appraisal of the 
strength of the Confederate position. He had to go 
by reports-and his orders. He stit1 meant to occupy 
the heights behind Fredericksburg. 

Sturgis'division was sent in on the heels of the11 
Corps and did no better. The call went out: we've 
used up our troops. We need reinforcements! Tile V 
Corps started forward, while the IX Corps maneu- 
vered in preparation for the next attack. 

In the Confederate ranks all had not gone 
perfectly. Ransom's division had been shifted 
fomard onto the hill and downinto thelines behind 
the stone wall, but both Confederate generals at the 
stone wall-Cobb and Cooke-were casualties. 
More troops were stripped from the rest of the l i e :  
Kershaw went down to the stone wall, Kemper and 
Jenkins were sent from Pickett'a division to 
reinforce the positions all around the stone wall. 

In the pause after the repulse of the I1 Corps, the 
fight developed into a fierce artillery duel. The 
Confederates had the upper hand at fwst, but the 
Federals concentrated a massive battery outside of 
Fredericksburg and at least distracted the Confeder- 
ate fire from the infantry. 

The Federals were forming again to attack. The 
V Corps was preparing to go forward, Griffin and 
Humphreys' new division first, followed by Sykes' 
division of regulars. Getty of the IX Corps was in 
position as well. [Burns' division had been sent 
down to guard Franklin's bridge. Franklin still 
stayed inert, even though he now commanded 
60,000 men.) 

On the Confederate hill, the firing had exhaust- 
ed the Washington Artillery's ammunition. Swiftly, 
a the Federalsforrned, Waiton's battdion limbered 
up and moved out while Alexander's battalion 
galloped along the skyline to take its place. 

Then the Federals came on. It was 4:30. 
Griffins' Division came up from HazeI Run but 

with fire from the front and from across the run it 
faltered before it got close to the stone wall. To the 
right, Humphreys was leading his green division 
right over the ground of the previous attacks. His 
men were green, but Humphreys was an  excellent 
general; he knew the only way to get to that stone 
wall was to charge without stopping to fire (a similar 
attack by Confederates had shattered the Union 
lines and won the battle of Gaines' Mill). Likea blue 
tide hi division swept into the storm of shot and 
shell. 

The huddled survivors of previous attacks 
reached up and pulled his men down as they passed, 
telling them not to to waste their lives. 

Humphreys' attack fell apart. 
Getty, starting fomard after Griffin, saw what 

was happening and stopped. 
Sykes had just formed up and was starting 

forward when he saw Humphreys' attack fall apart 
ahead of him. He was immediately ordered to 
assume the defensive. 

The battle was over. 
. . . except, perhaps, in Burnside'smind. He had 

never been able to handle the pressure on him, the 
pressure to advance, the weight of responsibility for 
the fate of his army and his country. Now he had to 
live with the responsibility for his dying soldiers, 
and it waa made no easier by the fact that the 
carnage had been hopeless and pointless. He had to 
have a victory to make it all worthwhile. 

So as the soldiers made their way back to their 
own lines that night, he sent out afinaI order: the I X  
Corps was to be formed for an  attack on the stone 
wall on the morning of the 14th. Burnside himself 
would lead his beloved soldiers in this final attack. 

Fortunately, in the clear light of morning his 
generals talked him out of it. 

The whole army stole back across the Rappa- 
hannock two nights later during a violent storm. 

Lee was disgusted. He'd wanted to bag the whole 
Union army. 

The Battle of Fredericksburg was over. 
. . . except, perhaps, in the minds of Stonewall 

Jackson and Arnbrose Burnside. 

Jackson tried first. After Meade'sattackand the 
resultant Confederate counterattack had tapered 
away, the fighting on the Confederate right had 
degenerated into an artillery duel. Advanced 
Confederate batteries had wrecked havoc on 
Doubleday's division in particular, while massed 
Federal batteries kept firing storms of shot and shell 
from Stafford Heights across the river. Minor 
attacks by Early, Taliaferreo and Hood had all been 
driven back before they could get rolling, with the 
help of the unanswerable Federal cannon across the 
river. 

As dark approached and the defeated Federal 
Army feil back in confusion and torment, Jackson 
resolved to try again. He formed hi vast corps for 
an attack and sent out probes from the sheltered 
Confederate positions. 

The hght Confederate advance was met with 
such a storm of shot and shell that Jackson was 
forced to call off the whole attack. 

CAMPAIGNS ALONG 
THE RAPPAHANNOCK 

The previous account described the battle of 
Fredericksburg, one of the many failures of the 
Union Army in an attempt to reach Richmond. 
Three other battles were fought within 20 miles of 
Fredericksburg, all for the same reason: 
Chancellorsville, the Wilderness, and Spottsylvania 
Court House. In all four battles Robert E. Lee 
commanded the Confederate forces. In all four 
battles Lee utilized breastworks in his defense, a 
tactic not used in the East in a major battle prior to 
December, 1862. 

The four campaigns had other similarities. All 
four attempt4 to surprise Lee by a flanking 
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movement. In the Fredericksburg campaign Burn- 
side ordered Surnner to march to Fdrnouth. The 
rapid march (40 miles in 2% days compared to 5 
miles per day by McClellan) left Lee flatfooted. 
Burnside's subsequent actions reversed his initial 
advantage. Had he been another Jackson and 
crossed the Rappahannock, or another Sherman 
and not started the campaign until he was ready, Lee 
would have been in trouble. Pontoons or no 
pontoons the Rappahannock was iow enough to 
ford. The Confederates knew of a ford 100 yards 
above Fredericksburg that could be used duringlow 
tide. Even if the Union army did not know about, 
this ford, it knew of many others further upstream.' 

In the Chancellorsville campaign Hooker made 
a brilliant maneuver around Lee's left flank. By 
tightening security, keeping his plans to himself, and 
limiting newspaper reporters, Hooker plugged 
many of the leaks used by Lee to find out the Union 
army movements. Lee was not only caught 
flatfooted; he was out-generaled. If Hooker showed 
any aggressiveness at all the Confederates would 
have had to retire to the North Anna or be crushed. 

Because Spotisylvania occurred immediately 
after the battle of the Wilderness many historians 
have included both battles in one campaign. On 
May 4, 1864 Grant began his march southward. The 
route selected was completely around Lee's right 
flank. Unopposed in hi6 crossing of the Rapidan, 
Grant struck boldly on the direct road to Rich- 
mond. Lee had no c&oicecebut to attack or abandon 
his position. The result was the battle of the 
Wilderneas. On May 8,1864 Grant again pivoted his 
army around the right flank of the Confederate 
position. Lee interposed his Confederates along the 
line of march. In the ensuing battle most of 
Johnson's Confederate division was taken prisoner 
and many casualtics resulted on both sides. With 
Grant's third march to the right of Lee, the battle of 
Spottsylrania was over. It could be brokeninto two 
three day phases separated by a period of rain. 

Besides the area, defensive tactiw, and offensive 
strategy involved, the organization used by the 
Union commanders was somewhat the same in each 
campaign. At Fredericksburg, Burnside divided the 
Army of the Potomac into sub-armies called Grand 
Divisions. At Chancellorsville Hooker's sub-armies 
were wings commanded by himself and Sedgewick. 
Unlike Burnside's conceat. Sedaewick commanded 
his wing plus his Sixth i=drps. gince the organiza- 
tion was more flexible, this was an advantage. 
Unfortunately, Hooker's inability and subsequent 
requisitioning of all of Sedgewick's troops except 
for one corps and one division, probably b s t  him 
the battle. In the Wilderness and Spottsylvania 
Grant's sub-armies were the Army of the Potomac 
under Meade and the Ninth Corps under Burnside. 
Until the consolidation of the Ninth Corps with the 
Army of the Potomacafter Spottsylvania, the Ninth 
Corps was really a separate "sub-army." 

Still another similarity was the relative numbers 
of the opposing forces. In all of the battles the 
Confederates were outnumkred by just about the 
same ratio. If we include the Eleventh and Twelfth 
Corps under Siege1 which were available to Burn- 
side during the later part of the Fredericksburg 
campaign, the Union army outnumbered the 
Confederates just about 2 to 1 in every case. It is a 
great tribute to Lee's ability that all of the battles 
were either Confederate victories or drawn battles. 
A lesser general would have lost them all. 

A MILITARY HANDBOOK OF 
THE CIVIL WAR 

The other aspects that characterized military 
maneuvers in the Civil War were weapons, tactics, 
doctrine, chivalry, and leadership. By far the most 
used weapon was the rifled musket. Not only was it 
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produced the most casualties of any weapon in use. 
Although the United States produced most of the 
weapons, early seizure of US armories within the 
southern states kept the Confederacy well equipped. 
As long as the Confederacy could win battles they 
would remain well equipped. Captured Union 
weapons taken from battlefield casualties was a 
prime source of Confederate weaponry. This could 
not make up for the South's ebbing manpower but it 
did keep the Confederacy going. 

A comparison of small arms would reveal that 
the 1861 Springfield rifled musket had an effective 
range of 350 yards, equal or greater than any other 
Civil War small arm. The 1822musket used by most 
of the CSA militia hadaneffective range of only 150 

consideration. Rate of fire, weight of the weapon, 
caliber, and reliability were also important. Obvi- 
ously the Spencer Repeater was the most cherished 
small arm since it was a breechloading rifle capable 
of over six times the rate of fire of the Springfield. Its 
range was equal to the Springfield and it carried a 
light, more manageable bullet. 

Of the cavalry weapons the ones most often used 
were the carbine. Confederate units used the 
Enfield, a muzzle loader; while the Federal units 
used the Sharps, a breechloading weapon. Both 
weapons had an effective range of 250 yards but the 
Sharps had three times the rate of fireof the Enfield. 
In defense the cavalry were much more powerful 
since they fought dismounted. Accurate firing on 
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horseback left much to be desired, It is no wonder 
that there were fewer cavalry charges against 
infantry in thecivil War thanin theNapoleonicera. 

A study of target practice reports, corrected for 
battlefield effects reveals the casualty causing ability 
of small arms. Within 100 yards of the defender, 
1000 men in skirmish order could produce 3000 hits 
on moving targets before they (the attackers) could 
reach their objective. Even at 4000 yards, 1OOO men 
wuld hit 2 targetsin motion. The hit effectsdmpped 
sharply after I200 yards but they were still present 
even at that range. 

The table above shows the relative effect of 
various weapons in battl&eld situations. Unusual 
as it may seem the artillery was a muchless effective 
casualty produaer than small arms. The real effect 
was psychological. No one wants to charge a sawed- 
off shot gun. Double canister -from a 12 Ib. 
Napoleon had the same effect and could be called 
the "machinegun" of the era. Even though the 
gatling gun was the first real machinegun it was not 
used during the Civil War to any great extent (even 
though it was available). 

Artillery was of three types: siege, field, and 
horse. Furthermore there were smoothbores and 
rifled cannon; guns, howitzers,and mortars; muzzle 
loaders and breechloaders. In effect artillery was 
categorized by mobility, r a ~ e ,  trajectory, and 
protection to the artillerymen. Remarkably, indi- 
rect fire was not used even though howitzers and 
mortars had the ability to fire over certain heights. 
The Whitworth rifled cannon was to the artillery 
what the Spencer was to the foot soldier. Because it 
was a long range rifled breechloader it was reliable, 
effective at extreme ranges, and offered protection 
to the gunners. The only limitation was its total lack 
of cannister. 

The tactics of the period did not keep paoe with 
the change in weaponry. Armies still attacked in 
closed formation, wave after wave. The effective 
range of the rifled musket had more than tripled 
since the last war and the casualties they produced 
were shocking. Open formations would have 
negated some of the defensive advantage that was 
further enhanced by fortification. The defensive 
tactics at the beginning of the war consisted of 
standing and firing in line (much like the Revolu- 
tionary War). By December, 1862this hadchanged. 
Soldiers realized that any type of cover was better 
than none. They dug rifle pits, redoubts, and 
breastworks. At Fredericksburg they burnt bridges 
to channel attacks. In most cases the defender had 
time to fortify. In some cases such as Hooker's flank 
-march and Jackson's flank attack the defenders did 
not have time. 

Besides digging the defender utilized converging 
IE. Those positions that could not be attacked 
from certain angles made excellent redoubts for the 
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artillery. In effect the attacker was rushing his flank 
into the defensive line. As one can see, only the front 
ranks could fire. It does not matter who is moving. 
This is really a flank attack in reverse. 

1 

A third defensive tactic was the mobile reserve. 
Breakthroughs were quickly crushed by counter- 
attacking formations. At Fredericksburg this meant 
building the Military Road behind Jackson's 
position (changing it from exterior to interior lines). 
Even though Meade and Gibbon smashed A.P. 
Hill's position, Early's division was able to counter- 
attack to restore the situation. 

During most of the era the basic offensive 
maneuver was a closed formation attack, in open 
terrain against the enemy front, flank, or rear. The 
basic variation was speed of execution. To aid the 
attack surprise or artillery bombardment were often 
used. Jackson and Lee understood the changes in 
defensive tactics. They used concealed attacks as a 
viable offensive weapon. At Chancellorsville and 
the Wilderness Lee was able to overcome numerical 
inferiority by masking his attacking force in the 
densely wooded wilderness. The same effect could 
have been reached by night attacks, but they were 
not used for some strange reason. 

Later in the war engineers were used for 
offensive maneuvers. Instead of laying pontoon 
bridges they were digging tunnels and planting 
explosives. "The Crater" should have been a Union 
victory. I t  was sound in theory but slow in 
execution. 

The last major offerlsive technique, and the 
slowest and most cum&rsorne, was siege. Vicks- 
burg and Richmond were both taken this way. 

Much of the tactics depended on doctrine and 
chivalry, a failure to change traditional ideas with 
the change in weaponry. At first both sides 
considered the Civil War a war of the 'best man" 
where the "best man's" ideas would give victory. 
With Sherman's march to the sea, Grant's constant 
pressure on Lee, and the blockade, the Civil War 
bmarne the first total, modern war. Most of the 
chivalry was gone because chivalry affected a 
general's common sense. I t  would have been very 
simple for the attacker to crawl up to the defender's 
position in open order beforeexecuting their attack. 
Similarly, night attacks should have been used to 
offset the defensive advantage of the rifled musket. 

But neither of these methods seemed fair. They did 
not give the defender a chance to fight man to man 
in the open. At times even the defender used 
chivalry. Remarkable, but true, the gatling gun was 
available in considerable quantity to the Union 
Army at Chickamauga. Rosecrans remarked that he 
did not use the weapon because it would be 
unsportsmanlike (conduct) to mow down the 
attacker. This sounds more like a football referee 
than a general! 

On the Confederate side, Polk lost at least one 
battle because of his old ideas. He had to hold up the 
attack to eat breakfast. No one should go to battle 
on an empty stomach! 

Leadership is one of the most controversial 
subjects connected with the Civil War. Most 
military historians would agree that Confederate 
corps and army commanders at the beginning of the 
war were, on the average, better commanders than 
their Federal counterparts. Jefferson Davis did a 
fine job in his initial choice of commanders. 
Eventually many competent Confederate generals 
were killed in battle and the average quality went 
down. Furthermore, poor Union generals were 
killed in battle or transferred to less important 
departments. By the end of the war, the quality in 
both armies was high. There is no doubt that atthat 
time, the Union generals were at least equal to their 
Confederate counterparts. 

On the regimental, brigade, and divisional level 
most of the incornpetant commanders were gone by 
December, 1862. Both the USA and CSA govem- 
ments realized that politicians did not make tho 
best officers. By then the governments had lifted 
most of their restrictions on the military appoint- 
ment of officers. 

A1 Nofi wrote an excellent article on the 
leadership capabilities of Civil War generals. The 
chart presented below expands his chart and should 
be of particular interest to many Civil War game 
designers. 

Some definitions are in order. Judgement is a 
combination of both aggressiveness (carrying out 
orders or speed of execution) and reliability 
(whether the commander will o k y  the orders or 
not). Tactics, both offensive anddefensive, rates the 
general's ability to conduct tactical maneuvers in 
battle, or prevent maneuver of the enemy. 

THE SCENARIOS: RULES 
All of the campaigns along the Rappahannock: 

Fredericksburg, Chancellorsville, the Wilderness, 
and Spottsylvania; wuld be transformed into game 
situations by simply adding scenarios to Avalon 
Hill's CHANCELLORSVILLE. However, many of 
those rules need modification to reflect thechanging 
nature of warfare from one campaign to the next. 
Notably leadership, fortification, victory condi- 
tions, and initial deployment have to be changed, 
modified, or added. The followingrulesreflect these 
changes: 
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1. Omit section IX: INITIAL UNION MOVE- 
MENT 
2. Omit section X: VICTORY CONDITIONS and 
replace it with IX: VICTORY CONDITIONS. 
The player with the larger number of victory 
points at the end of the game is declared the 
winner. Victory points are awarded during play 
for exiting friendly units (see rule #4) andlor at 
the end of the game for friendly units still on the 
mapboard (I  point to the Union player for each 
Union combat factol-; 3 points to the Confeder- 
ate player for each Confederate combat factor). 

3. Omit section XI: PREPARATION FOR PLAY 
and replace it with X: PREPARE FOR PLAY. 

Both players place their units on the hexes 
indicated on the INITIAL DEPLOYMENT 
CHART for the scenario being played. 

4. Add section XI: EXITING THE MAP. 
Union units may exit the map from hex CC47 or 
hex WW53 forvictory points. They may alsoexit 
south edge hexes for no victory points. To exit 
the map units must expend 1 movement point of 
the unit's movement allowanceafter it reachesan 
exit hex. Union units may only receive victory 
points when they exit the map from hexes CC47 
or WW53 and can trace an unbroken line of 
hexes from the exit hex to the north edge. The 
route must include a row of hexes from the exit 
hex, along a road to Fredericksburg, then across 
an emplaced pontoon bridge that is adjacent to 
Fredericksburg, and along a road on the 
northern side of the river to the north edge of the 
mapboard. This line cannot be broken by enemy 
zones of control. For each Union combat factor 
exited, the Union player receives 4 victory points. 

Cenfederate units may exit the map from the 
north edge hexes by expending I movement 
point of the unit's movement allowance. Confed- 
erate units need not trace a path of hexes to the 
opposite side of the mapboard; however, they 
only receive victory points for exitingfrorn hexes 
W12 or JJ19. The Confederate player receives 5 
victory points for each friendly combat factor 
exited from these hexes. 

Both players may reenter exited units 
from their exit hexes a t  any time. Of course, the 
vktory points awarded for exited units are 
revoked until the units are reexited under the 
victory point conditions. Units may reenter on 
enemy controlled hexes but not on top of enemy 
units. Furthermore, units may only exit the map 
during the movement portion of their turn. Units 
forced off the map as a result of combat are 
eliminated instead. For ease of play, it is 
recommended that exited units be kept in small 
pibs adjaoent to their exit hexes. Those that have 
fulfilled the victory point conditions should be 
"turned over." 

5 .  ~ d d  section XII: REINFORCEMENTS. 1 
On the INITIAL DEPLOYMENT CHART you 
will find units available at the beginning of the 
scenario and those units that are reinforcements. 
Reinforcements are brought in during the player- 
turn indicated on the chart or a later player turn 
at the owning player's discretion. Units enter on 
the specified hex, unless it is blocked by an enemy 
unit (not zone of control), in which case the 
reinforcements may enter on the next unblocked 
hex looking clockwise along the edge of the 
mapboard. Reinforcements as well as reentered 
units must count the initial entrance hex against 
their movement allowance. 

6. Add section XIII: FORTIFICATIONS. 
In addition to those fortificationsinitially placed 
on the mapboard, both players may build 
fortifications. At the end of any player-turn that 
a friendly unit does not move during two 
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consecutive night game-turns, the owning player 
may place a fortification counter on top of those 
friendly unit($) that did not move for those two 
consecutive game-turns. Thus, fortifications may 
be built on hexes containing those units that do 
not move during two consecutive night game- 
turns and all consecutive game-turns until the 
fortification is built. If on any turn, between the 
current turn and the two consecutive night game- 
turns the unit moves, it may not build a 
fortification. 

7. Omit OPTIONAL RULE SECTION IA3 and 
revlace it with: 

Command control radius, maximum lengths are 
included on the headquarters units, except the 
Union Army or Army Group counter which 
:ommands the entire army and has a command 
zontrol radius of 4 for reducing disruption, and 
the Confederate Army counter which has a 
zommand control radius of 8 for reducing 
iisruption. (Note that divisional headquarters 
do not have a command control radius for 
reducing disruption using the scenarios.) 

u. Add OPTIONAL RULE SECTION ID: FOL- 
LOWING ORDERS. 

At the beginning of each player-turn the owning 
player rolls the die once for each friendly head- 
quarters unit that is on the mapboard and within 
the printed command control radius of its parent 
headquarters (higher echelon). Compare this 
number with the judgement rating of the head- 
quarters unit. If the die roll is greater than the 
judgement rating, the headquarters and all its 
subordinate units may not move during that 
game-turn (although they may attack, defend, 
advance or retreat as a result of combat). Head- 
quarters out of range of the parent headquarters 
unit may not move in that game-turn. Note that 
Army headquarters have a limited command 
control radius for disruption removal but an 
unlimited one for movement of subordinate 
units. When the chain of command involves 
more than one level (i.e., Grand Divisions and 
Corps or Army of the Potomac and Corps) the 
player rolls first to see if the Grand Division 
(higher echelon) a n  move and if it can, then each 
individual Corps. Obviously, if the Grand 
Division cannot move, its subordinate Corps 
cannot move either. Note that in the 
Chancellorsville scenario Lee represents the 
Army headquarters and the First Corps head- 
quarters. Thus for movement of the First Corps 
units, it has a Command Control radius of 8, but 
for movement of the Second Corps Headquar- 
ters it has a unlimited radius. 

Most of the cavalry units moved independent 
of the rest of the army (except the Union cavalry 
at Fredericksburg). To reflect this fact, judge- 
ment ratings have been provided for cavalry 
units. Players roIl for each cavalry unit separate- 
ly, not for the parent Cavalry Corps head- 
quarters unit. Furthermore, when Corps corn- 
rnanders were killed, cavalry corps commanders 
were sometimes called to take command of the 
infantry corps. Thus, if an army corps head- 
quarters unit is eliminated, the cavalry corps 
headquarters may replace the eliminated corps 
headquarters in order to move its sub-units. 

The one exception to the above is a roll of"1" 
for headquarters units with an "f" next to their 
judgement rating (meaning foolhardy). If a 1 is 
rolled, all subordinate units within thecommand 
control radius of the headquarters which the 1 
was rolled for, must attack some enemy unit in 
that game-turn. Jf a subordinate unit cannot 
move in to an attacking position, its movement is 
not restricted. 
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9. Add OPTIONAL RULE SECTION VI: TAC- 
TICAL ABILITY. I To reflect the tacticnl ability of Civil War Carps 

and Army commanden, headquarters units have 
been rated on offensive and defensive tactics. 
Whenever a headquartersunit is ina battle when 
it is attacking enemy units, the die roll is modifiw 
by the number on the offensive rating. Wheneve~ 
a headquarters is in a battle, defending, the dk 
roll is modified by the defensive rating. Note thal 
Confederate divisional headquarters d o not have 
tactical ratings. 

'The die roll may never exceed 6 nor be less 
than 1. Only the higher echelon headquarterr 
may affect the battle if twoarein the same battle 
If headquarters are of the same rank, the ownin! 
player has the choice of which headquarters wil 
affect the die roll. 

OFFENSIVE RATING 

COMMAND CONTROL RADIUS 

MOUNTING THE UNITS 
Extra units have been included in the insert 

section of the GENERAL for the scenarios. They 
supplement the units included in CHANCEL- 
LORSYILLE. In scenarios where only the Confed- 
erate First and Second Corps are present, Third 
Corps brigades can be used to represent First Corps 
brigades. Furthermore, brigade commander names 
have not been included on tho brigade counters 
since the counters are used for all of the scenarios. 
The following diagram will help explainumbers on 
the unit counters as they pertain to the extra rules 
included in this article: 

*T' ""0 

4* w Brigades 
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WARGAMING T-SHIRTS 
The wargaming t-shirts are now available and The back sports an enlarged, silk screened 
although these black and white photos do not version of the Avalon Hill logo. The neck and 
portray the vivid colors and sharpness of the sleeves feature attractive red collars to present 
artwork you can take our wordthat these shirts a very pleasing overall appearance. 
sport an exact full color likeness of wargam- 
ing's most widely recognized box cover. The shirts sell for $5.00 each plus the usual 

postage charges based on the dollar amount 
of your total order. Be sure to specify size. 
Maryland residents add 4% State Sales Tax., 

Small Large 

- Medium Xtra Large 

You will also find the numner of subordinate 
counters for each Confederate division listed on the 
divisional unit. This additional information has 
been included for ease of play. 

To mount the units simply adhere the unit sheet 
to a blank unit counter sheet (available from Avalon 
Hill) with contact cement. Thencut thecounters out 
with a razor blade from the back of theunit counter 
sheet. Now you are ready to recreate the four battles 
along the Rappahannock. Solitaire play can be just 
as much fun as a two-player version. 

The 2nd edition rules of 1776 are no 
vailable from the par?s dept. for 52.00 plus 

k osrage and handiing. ~ h d ~  contain 9 changes 
n the bodv of the rules(% sianified bv a blackdot . ., 

the rnGgin). plus appendix of and 
swers gleaned from the pages of the 

Msryiand residents add 4% StHe Sales Tax. I 
EW PANZER LEADER SCENARIO CARDS 

ised PANZER LEADER scenario cards 
vailable for $1 -50 plus 50C postage 
parts department. While it is not 
to have the revised set, purists may 
the subtle changes made therein. 
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STALINGRAD SCENARIO 
S T R A T E G Y by George Philies 

"Starting Stalingrad in 1942" 

. . . a Tactical balysb 

The November-Dtccrnber, 1975 issw of the AH 
General contained a novel STAWNGRAD variant 
by Dr. Joseph Connolly. Under the title "Starting 
Stalingrad in 1942;" the variant starts off in the 
middle of the game, in May, 1942, giving each side 
the positions and approximate force8 that it really 
had as of that date. A new set of objectives are given, 
too; replacement point values arc given for a variety 
of objectives, incIuding Crony, Batum, and 
Kuibkhw. (Note that the published -on of the 
variant contains an obvious typ-e G e m n 9 t h  
Army, which facts Mosww, is-shown on the mapas 
a Russian army.) 

Since many German players aren't sufficiently 
good to get this far into R u s h ,  this variantwill give 
many pwple a fresh statart in STAWNGRAD. 
However, while the sxtaario does givea change, it is 
not really clev that it offers an improvement in 
game balanoe. 

Consider first the German tactical podion. 
Three German 8-86 armored corps have ken 
replaced by 6 4 4  armored corps. This is a lethal, not 
a trivial change. With this change, the Germanscan 
put no more than 40 factors onto two squans, no 
more than 58 factors onto thm q m .  With eight 
units, the German is limited to 52 factors, with five 
units, he can deliver no more than 34 attack factors. 
This is a grave reduction in the strength of hi army. 
While previously a pair of W4s were needed for the 
Russians to hold a two squm river position, now 
only om S74 (or a pair of M ' s )  will be enough- A 
7-1Win a doubled p i t i o n  Is now 3-1 proof unless 
it can be attacked from four squam, even if no 
soak-off is needed. Adoubled position whichcan be 
attacked by eight units (i-e., from three quarts, with 
om soak-off-king forced) can now be held bya M- 
6 (of which t h  are now four) 2 8 t h  than by a 7- 
1 0 4 .  Thc effect of these changes on Rurssian 
defensive strength is enormous. The ability of the 
Russian army to 3-1 proof river lines has been vastly 
hmased. ~ t i s a s ~ ( i ~ t h e o r i g i n a l ~ ) d l R u s s i a n  
defense factors had been incmsed by one. 

The other German problem is the Russian 
replacement rate, which has a maximum of 24 in this 

i 
game. Playing 4-6-8 STA LINGRA D (rather than 4- 
5-6) is hard enough with an intact German army, kt 

I done one which has been wakened  by the 
permanent 1cm of its strongtst units. Furthermore, 
while the German positions are fairly advanced, the 
vulnerable Russian replacement point8 have been 
moved to the rear. Leningrad is surrounded; 
however, in tbis scenario Leningrad only contri- 
butes one replalzment point per turn. 

The German should not became too downheart- 
ed, at least not instantaneously. He does have the 

% unit in hningrad isotated. Furthermore, his tactical 
position (the points he controls) isgood. He dill has 
units in Finland. a rare plus a t  this date. He has 
taken Kursk, wbich breaks the Orel-Kursk- 
Kharkov-Stalino "line of fo&esseP (which is one of 
the most important and least recognized Russian 
defensive positions.) With Kursk in Geman  
control, the German player a n  roll up any defensive 
positions on the Doneta or Oskal riven; a drive 
towards Tula threatens Moscow from the south, 

and permits the German army to take the Donets 
river line in the flank. The German central position 
is also g o d .  The German lines are beyond the Ugra 
River; a frontal batik in front of Mosww will h 
fought with both sides undoubled on defense. 

While the Russian strategic position hu seved 
assets, the Russian player must be alert to the 
weakoesrseg of his army. Although his individual 
units are quite strong, they rtre limited in number. 
Even with the extra pieces, the Russian army a t  full 
strength only has 37 unita. lf it is stretched, forced to 
defend the entire length of the board, the Russian 
player may be hard put to scrape up a local 
counterattack force. Of wursc, without such a 
force, he i~ done for. If the Russian army can be 
driven to the point where it can oocupy good 
defensive points and screen the open areas in 
between, but have no surplus units, the German 
army can b k d  the Russian army to dcath. 

A littie analysis shows that the key points of 
battle are a t  Moscow and Leningrad. German 
offensives emanating from Kursk are a potent long- 
term threat, but arc subject to nubstanthl delay. A 
German attack on M o m w  on the broadest 
available front (roughly wig, along files S-V) 
threatens directly a vital Ruwian repIacement 
center. The Germans only have to advance three 
squares; the Russians are essentially forced to 
choose between fighting in the open and risking low- 
odds attacks on Mosoow. While t b a e  will not 
always succeed, once the German is into Mowow 
the Russian replaoement rate is redud to 16. 

The importance of Leningrad is a tittle more 
subtle. Leningrad itself is only worth one replace- 
ment point. However, Leningrad is the route into 
Finland. and t b b y  to theentire Russian Northern 
flank. The Finns and German mountain units, by 
themselves, are not likely to bz able to attack out 
towards Mosww and Vologda. However, if such an 
attack were r e in fo rd  with 30 or 40 German 
faaors, it would be much more open. The Russians 
begin by holding a constricted line around Lake 
Onega; however, once the Germansare beyond that, 
the Russians must try to hold an enormously long 
r->-& 
11 U11L. 

What can each side do about this situation? 
Because of the Rwrve transfer rule, the Russians 
can start a 7-10-4in Leningrad; this makes the city 3- 
1 proof. While I have not played thevariant enough 
times to be absolutely positive. I think that the 
Germans must risk a first turn 2-1 w i n s t  
Leningrad. If they do not, they forfeit their only 
serious c h a m  to take the city. The reason for this is 
a rarely-important rule distinguishing the isolation 
of units and of replacements cities. Lake Oncga 
completes the isolation of any units which begin in 
Leningrad. However, a repiacement c i v  emonly be 
isolated by Zones of Coturol; until the Russians get 
beyond Lake Ladoga, Leningrad is still a replace- 
ment city. Consequently, if the Germansdo not take 
kingrad on turn one, the Russians a n  (and vwy 
definitely should) bring in units in Leningrad and 
u x  them to undouble the German defense line on 
the Volkhov. Note that the Russians should emerge 
from the city towards the southwest, not the 
southeast; this way, Rusdan units moving onto the 
soutbernmost square of the Luga surround German 
units inbtwetn. If the Germans are defending on 
the end of the Luga, an advance t o  the muthwtst of 

Leningrad still insures that the Germans cannot 
counterattack so as to Ieave units next t o  Leningrad. 

If the Germans do take kingrad, tbt Rwians 
arc in for a much longer and more difficult time of 
things. The key points are to  hold the Svir at all costs 
(if the Germns  h n  open up the Russian line there, 
the Russian may well lose) and delay aa long as 
posible to the north of Lake Ouep. If the unitsare 
available. it may b possible to hold the Germansin 
the open there. With a Russian replacement rate of 
24 (reduced to 23 by the loss of Leningrad) the 
Germans have to bevery careful about getting into a 
fimfight on open ground in a constricted area. The 
Russian units all defend as well as the German 
armor dm.  Furthermore, the Rwian replacement 
rate is nearly six times that of the German. The 
Russian can wear down the German army until it 
loser its offensive power. Since the German army in 
this mnario is nearly a t  full strength, it will take a 
while; however, the Russians can manage to do it. 

The Germans must make full use of their entire 
army. Many German playemseem to think that only 
their armor is capable of attack, the purpose of the 
infantry b i n g  to ride along as spectators a d  m i k -  
off units. (The German wargaming term 
"Himmelfahrt-Kommando" is mmewhat more 
descriptive than "soak-off unit.") However, if the 
infantry is limited to thest d u t k ,  the German player 
will never win. The bulk of the attacks out of Kursk 
can d u l l y  be dome by infantry. In the open, 
Gmnan infantry (albeit five units a t  a t h e )  can beat 
Russian infantry (if only one unit at a time). Thme 
attacks are neded. The Russian army has to  be 
stretched, or it will start launching counterattacks. 

Tht most important offensive for the Germans is 
the ow straight towards Moscow. A s  in reality, the 
Russian army must fight for M o w w ,  preferably in 
front of it. While the Russian army can afford to 
fight like this on one front, the German can force the 
Russian to do so simulmneously on three fronts, a 
thing beyond the capacity of the Russian army. The 
most difficult problem for the German will arise if 
the Ruggain falls back into Moscow. When the 
Russian does this, he should hold the city so that the 
German cannot make a 2-1 on all of ita defendem at 
the =me time. A pair of 6-94's or  7-10-4's will do 
tbis. This way. if the German attacks Mwwow, he is 
most unlikely to  end up inside the city, making it 
relatively easy for the Russians to counterattack. If 
the Germans do get into Moscow the Russian 
should counterattack, trying to  leave units nuct t o  
the city. It is not that hard for the Ru&m t o  hit a 
doubled &&6 at three-to-one. When t k  Germans 
took Moscow against me, 1 did just that; both sides 
took substantial losses, but the Russians finally won 
out. {Contrariwiae. as the German, I probably 
would take a 2-1 into Momw,  if it were offered me, 
it is a doubled position, and the Mawow-Gorky 
Region is very hard t o  flank from tbe South, unlcss a 
lot of time is available.) 

In conclusion, "Starting Stalingrad in 1942" is a 
novel, but challenging, variant in the STALIN- 
GRAD middle game. Since it is a period in b t h  
time and region of the board w h i b  many playemdo 
not ordinarily reach, it provides a refreshing 
change from the regular game. Each side has 
some subgtantial assets and liabilities, whichgreatly 
affect the phy of the game, both tac t id ly  and 
strategically. Q 
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WEATHER OR NOT? by Roy Easton and Norman Klukdihl 

The Addition of Weather Rules to ~ u d  k Rain: The two effects are cumulative and ground by rofig a single die and finding t t ,  
PANZERBLITZ are added together. result on the appropriate part of Table 111. The 

and 
both fallen and falling snow and affects both 
movement and combat. I t  is first necessary to 

Sep 

'- I1 
Snow: ~ h j s  outmme simulates the effects of effects of this snowfall are explained on Table .- 

PANZER LEADER After the amount of snow already on the 
determine the amount of snow already on the ground has been determined, it is necessary to 

Throughout aIl of history the vagaries of the 
weather have had immense effects on the out- 
come of battles. It is therefore a bit presumptu- 

TABLE I: Weather Determination 
ous to. expect that a11 of the actions depicted in PANZERBLITZ 
PANZERBLITZ and PANZER LEADER oc- 
curred during periods of perfect weather. This Die Roll Jan, Feb Mar Apr May Jun, Jul, Aug Oct N w  Dec 
variant adds weather rules to these games and 
allows the weather prevailing during the scenario 
to be determined by the players. 

The player who moves second in the scenario 
determines the weather in effect during that 
scenario by  finding the month in which the 
scenario battle occurred (shown on the scenario 

I 
card), finding the column corresponding to this 
month on the appropriate part of Table I (for I 
PANZERBLITZ (PB) or PANZER LEADER (PL) 
scenarios) and then rolling one die and indexing 
the correct result. For example, PL scenario 2 
occurs on June 6, 1944, so the die is rolled on  PANZER LEADER 
the May, June column of the PL part of Table I. 
If a "I" were rolled, the scenario would take Die Roll Jan, Feb Mar Apr May, Sun 

- - 

place in the rain, otherwise it would take place in 
- 

fair weather. 
This table has four possible weather out- 

comes: Mud, Rain (Mud & Rain is a combination 
of these two outmrnes), Snow and Fair. These 
outcomes are explained in greater detail below. 
Rain: This outcome simulates the effects of rainy Mud Rain Fair 

t 
Fair 

weather and affects both movement and combat. 
I t  is first necessary to determine the severity of TABLE 11: Rain Severity 
the rain by rolling a single die and finding the 
result on the appropriate part of Tabb 11. The , TABLE IV: Snowstorm Severity 
three degrees of rain are explained below. R.4 1 [I 

Panzer Leader 
Light Rain: No effect on movement, maximum - -Roll tmery A B visibility is 10 hexes (see note A) 
Medium Rain: Vehicular road movement mst is 1 rn 
M F  per hex, aII ranges for direct-fire weapons are 6 Heavy Kaln neavy ~ a l n  
halved (see note 3) 
Heavy Rrain: All vehicular movement costs are 
doubled, all ranges for direct-fire weapons are 

TABLE 111: Amount of Fallen Snow - 'L"1 
. . ,  

halved and maximum visibility is 6 hexes. Gullies Di, RdL Panzerblitz 
in PB are full of water and are treated the same 
way as streams in PL. 1 Snow- snow- 

Notes: A. A maximum visibility of 10 hexes I - 6 storm, B Heavy storm, B Medium 

means that no unit may f i e  a t  a target that is 
more than 10 hexes away from the firing unit. 
All modifications of the Weapons Effectiveness 
Chart still apply. For example, a Panther firing a t  

a .  
an armored target would have a Doubled AF at 
1-6 hexes and normal AF at 7-10 hexes. Amount of  
E. In this case, the Panther would have a doubled Snow 
AF at 1-3 hexes and a normal A F  at 4-6 hexes. 
Mud: This outcome effects both movement and 
combat as described below. 
Movement Effects: 

Road &Town Hexes All Other Hexes 
Tracked & 
Half-tracked I 

Heavy snow A, B 1 MF per Hex 2 MF per Hex Doubled 8 MF per Hex C,D 
Vehides 1 M F  per Hex Movement 

Costs Doubled Notes: A. If  there is no Snowstorm ( e e  below), C- All swamps and lakes are frozen over and are 
Wheeled "1" is added to the die roll for all Direct-Fire treated as clear terrain; the strams in PL are also 

Vehicles 2 MF per Hex 8 MF per Hex attacks because the glare from the snow makes frown and stream hexes are treated like the 
sighting more difficult. gullies in PB. The major river in PL does not 

Combat effects: Attack skengths of all M B. Attack strengths of all M class units halved and freeze. 
chss units halved, all Indirect Fire attacks wilt aU Indirect-Fire attacks will have "1" added to D. All stream and gully hexes are filled with snow 
have "1" added to the attacker's die roll (all die the attacker's die rolt. and are impassable except at fords and bridges. 
roll modifications are cumulative). 

\ 

TABLE 5 
Effect on - 
Combat Road and Town Hexes All Other Hexes 

Tracked 
Vehicles 

Wheeled 
Vehicles 

Tracked Wheeled Note 
Vehicles V e h - i i  . .. 

Snow 
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OFFICIAL CON HOTEL 
The downtown Holiday Inn has been appoint- 

PRE-REGISTRATION 
ed the official ORIGINS II Hotel. It is located Print your name and maiting address within 

approximately ten minutes from campus, on a the spaces provided, leaving a blankbetween 

straight line to the convention site. OFllGlNS II 
separate words. 

attendees who pre-register will be eligible for 
special rates: $24 single, $28 double, $4 each 1 9 Pre-Registration-$6.00 

additional person. The Holiday Inn features the 
best in modern Hotel accommodations for the 9 Last Name 

First Name 

discerning conventioner: revolving rooftop res- 
taurant, lounge, swimming pool. tv. air condi- h l l l l l l 1 l l l l l  
tioning, etc. 

We will be happy to send you a postage paid 33  Mailing Address 

return reservation post card if you send us a 

2 2  timmiiB 
stamped, self-addressed envelope. If sufficient I I I I l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l  
rooms are rented at the Holiday Inn, banquet 
halls will be set aside for convention use as 57 City land Country if not U.S.) 

- H 
73 

Open Gaming areas throughout the night. A 
word to the wise-This hotel and many others in 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
the area were booked solid during ORIGINS I. Do not list more than one person on this form. Use photo-copies for each pre-registrant or request the 

Don't be forced to seek inferior lodging at proper numker of forms from us by sending a stamped, self-addressed envelqm. 
increased prices further away from rhe con site. Remember that most of these events overlap--especially if you remain in them from stan to finish. For 

Make your reservations as soon as possible. example, a person starting the AH CLASSIC EM) on Friday and who remains in  It through the finals will 
probably not have time to participate in any other competitive event. 

We have grouped events into sectlons and suggest that you pre-register for no more than one event per 
section. Even so, our sections serve to eliminate mnflicta through only the first round of competition, U you 
advance in a tournament more conflicts may arise. Players are urged to keep this in mind when making their 
selections and-consult the description of each event in the Philosophy column prior to making their choices. 
No changes or refunds can be accepted after initial submission. 

Make all checks payable mlnterest Group Hahimore. Those who pre-register prior to July 1st will receive 
their convention materials by return mail. 

01 Seminar: Research & Design of Games. . . J. F. 06 ALIEN SPACE-$2.00 
Dunnigan-0'1.00 

0 2 0  FIGHT IN THE SKIES-$1 .W 07 [3 FOOTBALL STRATEGY-$1 :00 

03 AVALON HILL CLASSIC SOO+Friday startk$5.00 First Front PANZER LEADER-St .OO 

BALTIMORE w DUNGEONS DRAGONS-$1 .00 -1 st f r ip SPI 20th Century Battle Games--11 .OO 

, 05 0 BATTLE STATIONS Naval Miniatures-$1 5/6 man 10n MANASSAS-$1 .OO 
team 

LODGING 
Rooms at Johns Hopkins University are avail- IRON MEN-*l.OO THIRD REICH-82.00 

able to pre-registrants only. Pre-registration 12 SPI SHOOTOUT-s1 ,00 SPl l3!h Century Battle Games-61.03 
must be completed by July 1st. 1976. All those 
reserving rooms will be sent an acknowledge- 13 Armor Miniatures-S6/3 man team AVALON HILL CLASSlC 5 m S a t u r d a y  
ment by JHU officials by return mail. If all avail- 

14 DUNGEONS & DRAGONS-$1 .W (Do not 
~tart+15:00--Do not select AH 500  twice 

able rooms are sold out, JHU will issue full enter O&D more than once) -2nd Trip 
refunds. Otherwise, no refunds will be issued. 
A $3.00 deposit on room keys will be collected 
at the dormitory when keys are picked up. DO l8 KINGMAKER-S1.w 20 [7 Second Front PANZER LEADER-$1 .W 

pay this fee as part of your pre-regisrration. 19 Seminar: Rules & Dev't of Wargames . . I. Hardy. 21 AIR FORCE-$1 .W 
Send no cash. Make your check or money F. Oavis-8 1 00- re-Registration Only 

order payable to Johns Hopkins University and 
mail to: Office of Residential Life 2217 Seminar: Art  Graphics . . . R .  A. 

Alumni Residences 25 a Third Front PANZER LEADER-$1.00 
Simonsen-Ol .OO-Pre-Registration Only 

Johns Hopkins University 23 TOBRUK-01 .OO 25 DIPLOMACY-+Saturday Rounknt i t lesen-  
3400 Charles St. trant to play on Sunday also)-82.00 
Baltimore, MD 21 21 8 24 DUNGEONS 81 DRAGONS-81 .OO (Do not 
AlTN: ORIGINS II Lodging Request enter 0&D more than once) -3rd Trip 

Ptease reserve a room for me at the forlowing 2 7 0  BACKGAMMON-01 .M) 
rates for July 23rd-24th: 

28 (7 ORIGINS OF WWll-81.00 - Double Room: $24 total-two occupants 
for two days 29 RICHTHOFEN'S WAR DEMO DERBY-11 .OO 

- Single Room: 8 1 5 total-one occupant NUCLEAR WAh-S1,OO 
for two days 

31 DUNGEONS & DRAGONS-61.00 (Do not enter D&D more than once) 4 t h  Trip 
NAME 

32 Seminar: Tactics of Game Playing . . . F. Georgian-$1 .GPre-Registration Only 

ADDRESS ClrY - 3 3 0  DIPLOMACY (Sunday r o u n d 4 0  not select 
DIPLOMACY twice)-$2.00 

STATE ZIP - 
*NOTE: These rooms do not have private 

FOR OFPlCtbL USE ONLY TOTAL REIWIITANCE: 

baths, but are part of a communal dormitory 
situation and as such it is recommended that 
individuals with wives or female companions 

NATIONAL CONVENTION 
seek lodging a t  the Holiday Inn. 

DATE: JULY 23, 24, and 25, 1976 
I 
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: READER BUYER'S GUIDE I 
~IIRE: WOODEN SHIPS & IRON MEN 
1 Fighting Sail Era Came of single ship 
[ and neet actions. 
! 

INSTRUCTIONS: R a t s  all cata~or~m b y  placing a 
number anglng from 1 through Q In  ths a p  
proprbata wmes M the w e  11 equating e n d  

: Lent: 5 aver*; and %terrible) EXCEPTION: 
I Ram Item No. 10 In mrms of minutes nacerrary : t o  plsy gsms st recorded In  10m1nute inue 
I m m t r  EXAMPLE: I f  you've found that It takes 

two and a half hours t o  play FRANCE 1940, y w  

: Pertielpate In  these rw le rm only l f  you are 
: fambllar wlth the garm In question. 
I 

: 1. Physical lluality - I 2. Hqhoard - 
: 3. Conpnonts - 
i I. Ersa of Urkrstadinl - 
/ 5. hapletone# of Riles - 
: 6. Phy Balatr - i 7. llsdisr - 
i 8. Extitornml lwel - 
I 1. herall Value - 
I 10. hrre LW - 

The r w i e w  sheet may 'm cut cut, phutocopied, 
w merely drawn on a separate sheet of paper. 
Mail it t o  our 4517 Harford Road addrenr with 
your mnmn entry or wponenta want6d ad. Mark 
wch currepondems to ths m m t i o n  of the R & 
D Deparrmem 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ + _ _ _ _  _ - -_  - - - - - - - - -  .++. 7 

Opponent Wanted 1 
1 
I 

1. Wantads wlU k xwpted only when pnntad un thlr tam. 
2. For Sale. 'Irsdc, or Wsntcd-lo-Buy sda will k accepted only w h  they arc M ~ n g w i h  c&ctor'sItema(games 

no longer avrUabl* From AH) and wn mmpsnlcd by a token 2Sc kc. 
3. lnrcrr cupy where rcqulred on Hnes prwhded and print namt. addrts, and phone number w h  provided. 
4. Ncalness wunrs; d Uleglble your ad w i l l  not he wcopled. 
5. Adr will be wccplcd only on lorn% from Ihe pcrdtng  I- cxccpl in t h t e  caws where noOpponents.Waoted 

torm appeared r thr preceding ~rauc. 
b So that ss many d a  can be prhted a. w b l c  wlth~n our limited space, we nqwsr you ura the f o l h g  

abbrcviat~onr m wording ywr ad. likewise with Slatr ahbrrvialms 
Ai rks  Kwps = AK; Al-drr rhc Crcst = Aln; Analo; Baaeball Slrategy = 6% St, Baltlt O r  Iht  B u b  = BB; 
BsrktbwU Slrwlcgy = BK St; BIIu, W h y  = W.FuotbsllStralegy = FTSt;Franw. 19W= FR'40,Face-t*Faca 
= FTF. Gcttyrburg- Gctl; Cuo&ksnd = Guad, Juthnd = JUT: Kricprpl .Met:  LuTtwaffe= Luft~Mldway = 
Mid; 1914: Ori~ns or WII . ORIC: O u t d m  Suwlval = Out; Parmrbl~tr = PAN: P a w r  Ledcr Fnn Ld: 
Any-by-Mall = P M ;  Play-byfione = PW, RichrhoTen's War = RW: 1776. Stalmgrad = %rsd.Tact~cs II .TAC: 
Th~rd R t ~ h  = 1R: Waterloo = Wal. 

Name t 
I 
I 
I 

Address City I 

I 
I 
b 
I 

I State Zip Phone I 

, -- 
The Union forces have just successfulty thrown a bridgehead across- 

the Rappahannock and intend to quickly reinforce it as their major 
invasion site. As the Confederate plaver you must break the bridgehead 
and prevent a large scale crossing a t  this point. You have on l i  those 
units in the diagram to accomplish your objective. 

Write the attack factor of each unit in the hex to which you wish to 
move it. Also write down your intended attacks for both the Artillery Fire 
Phase and the regular Combat Phase. Keep in mind the adverse effects 
of defensive artillery fire. Those entries which give the Confederate 
forces the best probability for both destroying or pushing back those 
Union units already across the river and preventing any reinforcement 
to these units will win. 
Artillery Fire Phase 

Attacking Unit(s) Target Units Battle Odds 
1. 
a I I 

Combat Phase 

Attacking Units I Defending Units 
1 I Odds 

ISSUE AS A WHOLE:. . . . . . . . . . (Rater rom I t o  I l k  with-l equating excellent: 10= terrible) 

Ban 3 ARICIH: 
1 

NAME 
3 ADDRESS 

a C I W  S T A T E Z I P -  
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ermine if a snowstorm is occurring during the 
nario by rolling a die and indexing the result 
the appropriate part of Table IV. The die is 

st rolled on Column A to  see if there is a 
owstorm; if the "None" result is obtained, 
ere is no snowstorm and no further effects 
~xcept that Note A in Table 111 becomes effec- 
ve). If the "Snowstorm, B" result is obtained, a 
owsform is occurring during the scenario and 

severity is determined by rolling the die again 
I Column B. The outcomes in this column are 
cplained below. 
ight Snowxtorm: Maximum visibility is 10 
xes 
'zdiurn Snowstorm: Vehicular road movement 
sts are doubled, all ranges for Direct-Fire 

capons are halved. 
ieavy Snowstorm: Vehicular road movement 
)sts are doubled, aU ranges for Dixect-Fire 
eapons are halved, maximum visibility is 4 
a e s ,  all Direct-Fire attacks will have "2" added 
) the attacker's die roll. 

Snow and Snowstorm effects are cumulative. 
)r exampb, for a scenario with Medium Snow 
d a Medium Snowstorm, the road movement 
te for tracked and half-tracked vehicles would 
: 2 MF per hex while that for wheeled vehicles 
ould be 4 MF per hex. 
air: This outcome means that there are no 
aather effects on the scenario. 

In addition to being determined randomly, 
le weather for a particular scenario may a h  be 
:t by mutual agreement between the players and 
nay be considered as one way to achieve play 
alance between players of differing abilities. 

***- @ 
1. H. Philosophy . . . Continued from Page 2 

ld  check-out procedures and be sure that 
terything runs smoothly. 

Regular meals and snacks will be available at 
Iry reasonable prices in the Student Union 
  rough out the three day event. Plenty of free 
I-campus parking will exist after 4 PM Friday. 

Through the auspices of Johns Hopkins 
Jniversity there will be on-campus lodging 
~vaiiable for the first 550 pre-registrants. 
rhese will b~ college dorms with communal 
:acilities. Linen will be provided and an 
acknowledgment of your reservation will be 
;ent to you. Rooms must be resewed for both 
lights. One day reservations can not be 

"ccopted. Make your checks payable to JHU. 
Send no cash. 

THINGS TO SEE & DO 
Those of you traveling to Baltimore for the 

show may well want to make a week of it and 
plan a vacation around ORIGINS. There are a 
wealth of places of interest within easy driving 
distance of Baltimore. The nation's capitol is 
less than an hour away and offers such 
attractions as the Library of Congress, 
Smithsonian Institute, National Archives, the 
Pentagon, and even Watergate. Just a bit 
further in the opposite direction is 
Philadelphia; the Bi-Centennial city with the 
Liberty Bell and Independence Hall. Historic 
battlefields abound within easy driving dis- 
tance including Valley Forge, Gettysburg, 
Antietam, Appomattox, Harper's Ferry, 
Fredericksburg, Spottsylvania and 
Chanoellorsville. The U.S. Naval Academy at 

Continued on Page 22, Column 3 

a I GUN 88rnmfL56 Ef f  Rng 3000m 
AB F 4~ AMMO 92 PEN 4.9" 2 MG 34 
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AVERAGE LOSSES 
CONTROLLING THE LUCK FACTOR 

by Riley R. Geary 

The Series Replay of Waterloo in a recent 
issue of The General (Vol. 12, No. 3) is an 
excellent illustration of why the art of wargaming 
in its present state will never attain a level of 
mrious competition comparable to  that of Chess, 
Go, or even Checkers. Despite the relatively high 
level of skill shown by both players, the game 
was essentially decided on the basis of the French 
player's disastrous luck with the dice - by the 11 
AM June 17th turn, the French had lost 103 
combat factors (31 more than average results) 
while the PAA had only lost 7 9  factors (5% less 
than average), effectively putting the game out of 
the French player's reach at that point. That such 
a result is by no means unusual is borne out by 
the German Replay victories in STALINGRAD 
(Vol. 10, No. 4) and AFRXKA KORPS (Vol. 10, 
No. S), and the collective experience of most 
wargamers. The point is, there is simply too 
much luck involved in most wargameq paxticu- 
larly in their combat results, for them ever to be 
taken seriously as bona fide tournament-level 
games. Imagine the ludicrousness of running a 
Chess tournament where the players had to roll a 
die a c h  time they wished to capture an enemy 
piece, but that's exactly what we're stuck with in 
wargaming at the present time. 

As it happens, wargames are not really wm- 
parable to  Chess or other abstract games since 
some element of random chance is almost always 
neoesmry (at least In CRT's) to reflect the 
uncertainty of real life situations and to  prevent 
stereotyped strategies from taking hold. A num- 
ber of alternatives are available to keep the luck 
factor within reasonable bounds, however. The 
main problem appears to be in preventing the 
effects of a mere handful of die-rolls from 
determining the outcome of a game, which is 
often the case in the "classic" AH-type wargames 
with their unit elimination based CRT's and wide 
range of individual outcomes. This will be the 
main thrust of my article. 

One possibility is to simply increase the 
number of dia-rok at each decision point in 
order to allow the law of averages a free hand. 
Similarly, the more extreme outcomes can be 
controlled directly through the results table by 
reducing their frequency of occurrence. However, 

this really does nothing towards mitigating the 
effects of a run of bad luck with the dice, it just 
renders it less likely. For example, while there is 
only 1/36 chance of getting an Attacker Elimi- 
nated result a t  2-1 odds in THIRD RETCH, it can 
be just as fatal as the 116 chance in STALIN- 
GRAD, AFRIKA KORPS, WATERLOO, etc. 
Another possibility taken by many of the more 
recent wargames is to increase the number of 
decision points requiring a dieroll. Rules govern- 
ing such things as Command Control, Forced 
Marches, Supplies, Weather Effects, and the like 
are examples of this technique: but while they 
are usually justified in the name of greater 
"realism" andlor complexity, they tend to make 
a game even more dependent on the effects of 
chance by further reducing the players' control 
over the situation. An alternative also found in 
some recent designs is to reduce the variance in 
individual outcomes by eliminating the more 
extreme possibilities so there will be less deviance 
from the s ta t i s t id  average. Yet, this has the 
negative effect of reducing interest and "excite- 
ment" in a game by standardizing its outcomes, 
and does not really address the issues a t  hand. 
For example, one of the main reasons 1914 failed 
as a game was undoubtedly the deadly dullness of 
its CRT - realistic it may have been, it certainly 
didn't provide much in the way of excitement, 
and didn't even leave much room for skillful 
tactics. The relatively "bloodless" CRT's found 
elsewhere are another manifestation of this trend, 
allowing units t o  be pushed back and forth 
without much of anything ever happening. Per- 
Raps the most absurd attempt to "eliminate" 
luck was in the much despised KRIEGSPIEL' 
with its system of simultaneous choices. While - 
this idea can be used effectively to increase a 
game's realism, it is ridiculous to pretend that 
substituting a "guessing game" based on game 
theory principles in place of a random die-roll 
actually yields a "100% ail-skill" wargame. 

The approach I tend to  favor, having evolved 
it over a number of years, is based on a 
philosophy of equilibrating results after the fact 
without actually altering a game's existing design 
structure. This allows maximum variance to be 
retained in individual decision points while re- 

PBM CRT BREAKDOWN 
1-7.1- 1-6 1-5 1-4 1-3 1-2 1-1 2-1 3-1 4-1 5-1 6-1 7-14- 

AEIim 100% 80% 70% 50% 30% 30% 30% 15% - - - - - 

A E x  - - - - - 20% 20% 30% 30% 20% - - 
Back2 - 20% 30% 50% 7096 30% 20% 10% - - - - - 

- - - - 20%' 40% 60% 70% 70% 60% 8Wo 100% 
- - - - 20% 10% 10% 30% 30% 40% 20% - 

I * I] Exchnge probability 
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Wooden Ships & Iron Men 
BRITISH: MICK UHL 
FRENCH: JACK GREENE 
COMMENTATOR: RICHARD HAMBLEN & 

CRAIG TAYLOR 

I 
This game was played under the &sic Game 

system with the following advanced rules added: 
Full SaiIs, hcking Sails, Types of Ammunition, 
Sink & Explode, m d  Repairs. The players were 
allotted 70 points to purchare their ships from rhe 
French and Engli~h 003's as outlined in the "Buy 
your Own" section of the rules. Bothplayers started 
in parallel lines 14 hexes apart. Wind wm constant 
from a B artitu&. The historical narrative which 
follows ir strictly the marriuge of feriik imagina- 
tions and a hotly conrested game. The named ship 
commanders and their actions are fictional. AI- 

divided between these ships. Each has four guns and 
three carronades, which makes them the only ships 
on either side able to fire seven guns at close range, 
and in addition they have a signifimnt advantage in 
long range firing--since gun hits can be chalked off 
against carronades, these ships can take three gun 
hits before their long distance fire is penalized, a 
50% advantage over the best French ship. All of the 
British ships have minimal crews, however, which 
makes them very weak in boardingactions. Clearly 
it will pay the British to keep their distance and fight 
an artillerv battle. 

though their actions may occa~ionull~ seem f o  h y  
it, bo~hplnyers are ernimtly qual~j?ed; Jack Greenc 
having placed 2nd in the WS & IM tournament at 
ORIGINS I and Mick UhI having performed the 
WS 6: IM development chores for Avalon Hill. The 
commentary i~ handled by expert miniPliarurisr 
Richard Hamblen with technical assists from the 
game's ksigmr-Craig Taylor. 

The diW& for this replay are a bit tricky. 7he 
vesseh depictedare shown after movement but prior 
to the end of the turn when saih are raiaed or 
lowered. The movement of the vessel from its lnst 
position can be determined by following rhepatk of 
dots and dashes to the large circle (French) or 
square (British) which represents the position ofthe 
ship's colors (stern) at the end of the previous turn. 
Therefore, the diagrams do not show exact 
movement ofrhe ship's bow, but rather the stern of 
rh vessel. 

, Follow now. ifyou will, the valued commentary 
of Richard Hamblen as he gives "game"credence to 

, the historical narrative preserved to this very day by 
!he ship's logs of our respecfive 19th century 
admirals. 

, French naval fortunes were at their lowest ebb 
since before the days of Colben and Louis XIV. 
With the Revolution and the Terror that followed, 
the Navy had been strippd of its officers, able or 
not. A victory at sea was needed for the Navy, for 
the Directory, and for France. 

Therefore, late in 1795, a small squadron had 
been outfitted in Rochefort and dispatched to the 
West Indies under command of the young and able 
Contre-Amiral Jacque Pomponne. Early in 1796, 
Citizen Pomponne formulated his plan to attempt 
to surprise and seize St. Kitts. 

Commentator's Introduction: It might be cute to 
continue the "historical" flavor in the neutral 
commentary, but a "historical" commentary would 
be too hard to understand in terms of following the 
replay. Consequently, I have limited my historical 
contributions to an appropriate title-"% Verdict 
of Hktory"-and a few appropriate excerpts from 
the references: 

"Today we know rhc infamous h t t k  of St. K i m  
for what it w m  . . . " Legendnry and Mythical 
Naval Battles, Neuman, p. 290n. 

The initial setup and the OoB's: The main British 
striking force is contained in the two elite frigates 
and the one crack frigate, with the f o m  evenly 

ships are assured of maximum mobility, and at the 
same time they are practically invulnerable to 
enemy advances against the wind. Both sides set up 
even with regards to the wind, but both players have 
made the mistake of placing their heaviest ships 
farthest downwind. These ships will have a hard 
time getting into actionif the battle is joined upwind 
of them. The French in particular will have a hard 

The French ships are weaker in guns but much 
stronger in crew strength (37-28 crew squares and 
melee strength 153-1 19). In  addition, much of their 
strength is concentrated in one ship-the 
BREHNUS-which has three extra elite crew 
squares, one extra hull square, an extra gun, and an 
extra column of rigging. Like the British, the French 
also have medium strength elite and crack frigates, 
but these are significantly inferior in gunnery-each 
has only one spare gun square-and superior in 
melee capability. Clarly the French want to close 
and melee, especially with the BRENNUS. I t  would 
take the best two British tngates ro match the melee 
strength of the BRENNUS! 

Both sides have a weak sister frigate-for the 
French the JEANBART, for the British, MERCIA. 
The JEAN BART is truly an inferior ship, the 
weakest on the board in all categories. The 
MERCIA, on the other hand, actually has an  extra 
hull square and column of rigging, although it is 
inferior to the rest of the British f l eet in crew quality 
and n u m k r  of guns. MERCIA and JEAN BART 
will be most important in mopping up operations 
after the better ships have suffered damage, but both 
ships (and especially the MERCIA) carry enough 
strength to tip the scales in a close battle. They will 
be especially valuable in a close range firefght, 
where they can fireeffectively but not havetomelee. 

The crucial points to rememlxr are: the British 
are superior in gunnery, the French superior in 
melee; and the British fleet is well balanced (even the 
MERCIA has strengths to compensate for her 
weaknesses while the French ships vary in strength. 

As in any battle in which thedifferent units have 
different combat capabilities, mobility and maneu- 
ver should prove decisive. Here, both fleets start off 
even in maneuver capabi1ity;all of the shipsare slow 
frigates, and the fleets start in parallel lines equal 
with respect to the wind. 

Any maneuver advantage will have to be earned. 

Turn I 
The Verdict of History: 

". . . the action began wirh both sdes waiting 
for the enemy to make the first mistake. . . " 
Legendary and Mythical Nuvul Battles, Neuman, p. 
290n. 

Holding the weather gauge-being "upwind" of 
the enemy-is tremendously important in WOOD 
EN SHIPS & IRON MEN, especially when the 
wind is a normal breeze that cannot change in 
direction (as is the case in this game). The upwind 

IWU I: we PICK up me muon wrn ootn ~seu uwer ruu S ~ I L  ~ n e  
Frcnch atr u t i l i o g  tht standard approach p r o d u n  while the 
British opt for a defensive pature, waiting For the French to come to 
them. Obeerving the Prmch approach, the English drop full srrils. 

Turn 2 
The Verdict of History: 

"Amazingly, the French sailors were issued a 
wine ration minutes before the battle was to begin. 
This has been blamed for some of the erratic 
mumuvevs the Frmchfleer was soon to begin . . . " 
Idem. 

The French pull the old psychological do-si-do, 
seen at some time or  other in every war game on land 
or sea. The French fleet is too distant to threaten 
anything, so the maneuver can't really be termed a 
feint; its impact isentirely psychological, supposed- 
ly inducing wariness in the opponent (but do you 
want your opponent to be wary?). Actually, I 
suspect its only real benefit is in the feeling of well- 
being it induces in the player who pulls it off .  . . 

Turn 2: E x w i n g  the French to repenttheir approach manewerathc 
British edge c lmr  for a loog rangc shot at the French riggin& Tke 
French move is totally unexpected atid foils the Britirh nWatcgy of  
cripplings shipatlongrange bytradingbsic hitson theBritishbattk 
sail rigjng for d o u b y  hitb on-the-F~i@ full sail rigging. Both 
commanders keep men d o h  at tbt turns end as the British udwl full 
sail again whilt t k  French drop theirs. 
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What follows are sections of the in~ t ruc t i~ns  
ven by Citizen Pomponne to the commanders of 
be vessels of his squadron on theeve of the BattIe of 
t. Kitts. Prom his dispatch: 

. . . if, in our approach, we should fall-in with 
to British squadron of frigata rumored to be 
,out, then 1 propose the following: Assuming their 
luadron to be the same size and composition as 
~rs, we shall engage theenemy and defeat him. Too 
"ten in the past, French objectives have been 
correct. The utter destruction of the British 
luadron is our best gmrantee of the Fall of St. 
~ t ts .  To achieve this, we must first obtain the 
indward advantage. From the start of any a ~ t i o n  
: sighting, our squadron must act inunison to gain 
le wind and thereby choose the range at which the 
:tion will be fought and gain the tacticaladvantage 
:striking where we please. This, however, must be 
xlanced by the fact that the enemy i s  knownfor his 
rnate maneuvers and desire to avoid action except 
nder the most favorable conditions, A boid 
ivanoe may favor us in a particular situation. 
hirdly, it 3s best to concentrate our squadron on a 
~ r t i o n  of the enemy's and thereby defeat it in 
:tail. A11 vessels are to be aware of the possibility of 
lfiicting early damage to the enemy's rigging to 
ow their maneuvers. The JEAN BART is not an 
Ticient vessel, therefore loadsng her guns with 
lain will improve her fire effectiveness markedly 
ver the use of roundshot. Further, the JEAN 
ART, being our weakest vessel, will operate 
~dependtntly, if by that act Citizen Massue can 
eeg a major portion of the EngIish squadron 
ccupied whle  the remainder is destroyed by the 
ulk of our squadron. 

A line-ahead formation will be maintained 
uring battle with the two strongest vessels ateither 
~ d .  The BRENNUSIflagship) wilt beat the head of 
le line. The squadron should vigorously attempt to 
,110~ the BRENNUS. The English of late have 
rmed their frigates with a great many carronades 
.om which we must maintain our d i s t a n ~ .  If, 
owever, a successful boarding opportunity should 
nse, then by all means let us seize upon the 
pportunity for the English fear cold French 
.eel . . . I f  1 should fall in action, Citizen Puys6gw 
fill assume command of the squadron. In any 
vent, if adversity should befall us, remember the 
onor of France . . . 
1) . . . our squadron approached the enemy on a 

arallel course and the distance closed rapidly. I 
esired to close with the enemy and take advantage 
f any errors in his maneuvers. Possibly, with a bit 
f luck, we could secure a long-range rake, how- 
ver . . . 
2) . . . as it appeared that the enemy was wary of 

ur intentions, I felt we should put the enemy off 
uard by executing a completely meaningless 
ianeuver. Yet, by that act we would have 
erforrned a meaningful maneuver as the English 

kust never be able to predict our next action! A 
wheel within a wheel, the subtle knife thrust is 
hidden by a broad sword stroke. If the enemy 
xpects us to advance, we must fall back. If the 
nemy rests, we must attack! . . . Since our crews 
rere not so refreshed as I would have liked, I 
ignaled the squadron to bring food and wine to the 
aen at their stations . . . it appeared at this stage 
hat it would bzvirtually impossible to gain the wind 
auge. Therefore, I decided that the advantage of 
unning ahead and past the enemy van might give 
bur squadron a good rake. In any event, it would 
llow us to concentrate our entire line against the 
nemy van with any luck. At that time, itseemed we 
tould have to work up on his van slowly to protect 
bur rear and deny him any advantages in regard to 
he wind . . . 

( 3) , The BRENNUS forged ahead to take 
advaJAwge of any opportunity presented by the 
enemy's van. At the same time, I ordered the 
remainder of my squadron to support the BREN- 
NUS by advancing slightly on the enemy line to 
shield herfrom any eherny fire. The enemy replied in 
much the same fashion but did not press us.  . . 
( 4) . . . the opening oaf most actions usually has 
one slde forcing an advarrtage upon the other 
through maneuver. Yet, both our squadrons had 
bwn unable to turn any advantage. I was filled with 
indecision as we closed with the enemy van. There 
was a constant fear of exposing our rear to the 
enemy and J or Iming the wind gauge. I preferred a 
bold advance over luffingsldwly toward thememy, 
but the enemy left me no alternative. I dared not 
expose our squadron to serious damage through 
long-range rakes. The English refused to  commit 
thems~Ives to any endeavor except t o  block ouf 
advance and to leave us with no advantage . . . 
( 5) . . . as the rangedropged, 1 decidedw close-up 
my line and execute only simplified maneuvers to 
deny undue advantage to the anemy. It would also 
aUow us to exploit enemy errors more quickly, and, 
generally, afford mutual fire support between h e  
various wssels of our squadron. With any luck we 
should suffer only minor rigging damage and be in a 
position to  crush the enemy van . . . 
( 6 )  . . . the fury that would soon envelope the 
BRENNUS began a t  this time as unusual and 
unforeseen crack shooting by the English reduced 
us from a frigate to a sloop. The shooting on both 
sides was superb. The HMS MERCIA appeared to 
be out of action. Our center and rcarmost vessels 
would have to become our van with theMENNWS 
dtsabted as she was. Little or no advantage would 
be gained by maneuver; this action wouid be a 
"sailor's battle." 1 ordered the remainder of the 
squadron to suppart the flag and close quickly to 
bring a greater weight of fire upon the enemy . . . 
( 7) . . . Our squadron had to  bring a maximum of 
fire onto the enemy quickly. The HMS MERCIA 
will have her "long bowls." The JEAN BART, 
acting as a reserve, could best be employed by 
runnrngpast the enemy van. Though she waspoised 
to run through the enemy line, the enemy wuld 
bring too heavy a fire upon her. The HMS 
DOLPHIN recerved the brunt of our fire; she was 
the enemy flagship . . . the shambles on the 
BAEiWUS's deck was incredible. We could only 
stand to our guns and hope for a chance to be at the 
enemy with pistol and cudass . . . 
( 8) . . . the D M  GOXNE, in an unforsean set of 
circumstances, closed more rapidly than the HMS 
SCEPTREexpected. Citizen Ravanel is sufficiently 
recovered from his wounds to pen the following 
remarks of the most desperate battle on board the 
DRAGONNEs desk: 

The DRAGONNE had been firing at the 
MERCIA for some time when suddenly the 
course of my vessel and the SCEPTRFs 
brought usgunwale to gunwale. Smart action on 
the part of my seamen quickly locked us together 
with grappling hooks. 1 hesitated but for a 
moment: shall we fire one partial broadside or 
shall the Clan of our crew carry their vessel? A 
split of the crew would allow some partial 
gunfire yet any effort should have been an al1 or 
nothlng act w~th  both of us so evenly matched; 
neither of our vessels had been damaged. Our 
crews quickly closed and the gods themlves  
had our fate entrusted to them. But I w e r  
doubted the outcome. How could the sweepings 
of a presspng stand up to Frengh steei and acry 
of 'Liberte, Egalitt, ~raternitk!? In any event, 
we had the  weight of numbers on our side." 

I now had three vessels to face the enemy's two and 

hoped to maximize this situation. The HMS 
MERCfA was too distant to actively affect the 
outcome of this battle 

The moment of decision had arrived. I ordered 
d l  vessels to close. My oniy reservation was 
conderning the JEAN BART. I desired her to keep 
her rigging from severe damage as she was the only 
vessel capable, without time consuming jury rigs, of 
sailing up wind. A potentially decimated crew of the 
DRAGONjVE could need reinforcements. Also, 1 
expected the enemy to continue downwind in an 
attempt to protect his van . . . The dwk of the 
BRENNUS wasa total wreck. Citizen l'uykgur was 
wounded but remained with me on the quarterdeck. 
The BRENNUS might be forced to strike, but to 
close for one last good blast of roundshot was our 
endeavor at this time. Perhaps the HMS JA VELIN 
could even be fouled and thereby held in place until 
the H M S  DOLPHIN was forced to strike . . .The 
choice of chain on the JEAN BART weighed 
heavily on my mind at this time: butwenin the final 
moments of battle i t  could still be to our advantage 
to slow the enemy . . . 
( 9)  . . . At this moment victory seemed within our 
grasp, yet through some unthinking errors we 
almost allowed that grasp to weaken and fall away. 
The damage to the BRENNUS k i n g  what it was, 
most of the crew was posted as a boarding party 
when our vessel and the HMS JAVELIN had 
fouled. The decision to commit only part of the crew 
of the BREHHUS was based upon two factors. 
First, being badly damaged, we could have been 
forced to strike our flag. To damage the HMS 
JA VELiN with at least a partial broadside, part of 
the cmw of the BRENNUS would remain at their 

" guns. Secondly, our numerous and elite crew could 
have the larger portion of it used as an effective 
offensive boarding party. In other words, the 
B R m N U S  could both fire and board in the same 
turn with its large crew. The enemy kept their entire 
crew at their guns so as to fire a devastating 
broads~de against the BRENNUS and the DRA- 
GONNE. When we miraculously survived their 
Mast, however, we easily swept the enemy's deck 
and threw their large crew in the hold underguard. 

With the enemy's flagship a shambles and two 
frigates taken, v~ctory was ours. Herein lay my 
error. An order should have keengiven to maximize 
the gunfire brought to bear on the HMS D O L  
PHIN. While the BREjVRrUS was under command 
of Citizen PuysCgur, I had transferred the flag to the 
HMS JA VELM and took personal command of 
the vessel as well. The next move of the enemy's 
flagship totally surprised me. 

The melee that followed was furious and the 
desperate English d l  but retook the HMSJA VEL 
IN. Had she been retaken and her crew released, the 
reinforcing transfer boarding party would have been 
overwhelmed and the BRENNUS taken. In retro- 
spect, the splitting of the crew between the BREN- 
NUS and the J A  VELTN may have been an error. 
Certainly the poor tactical handling of the squadron 
in attempting to create a "kiliing ground" with the 
HMS DOLPHIN inside was a failure, especially in 
regards to the placement of the JAVELIN. . . 
(10) . . . The party led by a wounded Citizen 
Puysggur swed the day on the deck of the Hh4S 
JA VELIN. If the worst had transpired, a gunneq 
duel would have been our only alternative for OUI 

decimated crews. Possibly a transfer of crew from 
the VENGEANCE to the JEAN BART would 
have been correct. 

In turn, the JEAN BARTwould have made its way 
to the HMS SCEPTRE and reinforced her 
crew . . . The HMS MERCIA managed to make 
St. Kitts. The Governor, upon learning the result ot 
the day's action, quickly surrendered when sum- 
moned by the JEAN BARTand we took possession 
of the town and citadel that evening. 
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In this case, however, it gains a solid benefit 
because the British player irs tricked into dropping 
full sails. The French player chooses not to take 
,advantage of his sudden superior mobility, how- 
.ever. If he had chosen to, he could have turned 
'around and moved into the wind (moving RlR2 
with all ships, for example) with perfect assurance 
.that the British could not keep up. With t h i  head 
,$tart the French would be certain to get the weather 
gauge. 

Don? either of these players want the weather 
gauge? 

Turn 3 
The Verdict of Hkfory: 

"The British Admiral abided strictly by the 
ratricrive 'Fighring Instruetiom' . . . " I&. 

Both sides continue to move downwind. 
Everybody wants the weather gauge, but nobody is 
willing to do anything about it. 

Thii is the first turn of meaningful moves. The 
French notion of advancing one ship to  provoke a 
reaction is g o d ,  but it was a mistake to send the 
BRENNUS; BREh'NUSrepresents too much of the 
French strength to be risked as a gambit. Inevitably 

.the rest of the f k t  will have to reinfom her, and 
that will force the French to use one turn closing 
instead of maneuvering. In effect the French have 
"borrowed" a turn of maneuver that they had better 

back before combat startr 

This delay gives the Britisha turn or two of extra 
movement. The British might be able to turn the 
French "Tn! The British, however, are not conoen- 
trated for maneuver, so necessarily their advance 
will have to be cautious-and slow. 

Turn 3: The F r e d  squadron npnin btgins ta c k ,  but more 
cautiously thk t imt Tht Britinh nquadron opna its forma+ 

- hoping with tbi Line to overlap tbc ends of the shorter French 
hm with rahw rue should they continut to close. Tbt British 

I dcciaion to extmdtbcline is q d o d l e ,  itdisperses thefirepower of 

I the line, and should the rear v c ~ k  bac rigging, they will lx hard- 
p s e d  to mtch up. The French phemen t  of knnus,  the fastest 
ship in citber squadron, conmitutcs m subtk threat to the British van 
U 8rcnnw wtm to race araisht ahcad, and the Brit& continue thtir 
pleaent slow pace, the led BTiUBhghjp weld be raked. If the Eoglisb I rean By sailing ahcad full tilt, end the Fruncb -in more or lesr in i p s i t i n ,  the British muld end up to leeward of the Frenchsquadron. 

. Tht Prcnchehagain make s s i l w h i l c ~ 0 r i t i e h t ~ h i r t u m ~ p i ~  
to battle sail with the Javelin und S~ceptre. 

Distance is tirne. Tht stretching of the British 
line also curtails their maneuverability and reduces 
the concentration of their fire, but it also gains a 

: golid benefit. British fire now covers a wider front, 
threatening to rake all along the line. The French 
will have to approach cautiously; they will not k 
able to "outflank" this extended line. The effect is to 
strengthen the British defensively while weakening 
their ability to maneuver exploitatively. 

Is it my imagination, or  are the British abiding 
by their historical "Fighting InstmctionslT 

/ E z r d i c r  oJXY'ory 

i "me action developed us the French boldly 
: prepared to break the British lirta Unfortunatdy. 
' 

'prepared was as far as they got." Idem. 

The French use up a turn to concentrate, and 
they'll have to do it again next turn if they want to 
move their fleet as a unit. 

Do@hb to counter the N b l e  rake. w b i  following slowly withthe 
rtst of the squndmn. fhi owns up the British formation even 
further. The French move is conwrwtive, extending tbcir line only 
slightly. 

Turn 5 
T k  Verdict of Histov: 

". . . The British were waiting for them. In an 
diounding turn of events a skipping roundshot 
from long range took away the French flagship's 
foremast. Suitably dmpresed, the French Admiral 
howkd his dejTance at the distanr Briiish, which 
w a  immdately answered by another long range 
Aur tliat 6rought down his rnahtnust." I&m. 

French move: The French concentrate and 
position themselves for maximum mobility against 
the Britirsh line, but they offer their T' as a target! 
The British barely have to move to cross their T. 

There are two advantages to crossing the 
enemy's T (or breaking his line): you get to rake the 
line, and you get to concentrate the fire of many 
ships while receiving the fire of only one. The skillful 
idling of the BRENNUS avoids the rake, but the 
British a n  still concentrate three ships' fire for the 
price of receiving only one ship's return fire. 

To make matters worse, the target is the 
BRENNUS-the most important ship on the 
board-and BRENNUS has full sails up, so it will 
take double rigging  hit^! 

Interestingly, both sides are using linear 
tactics-the "Fighting Instructions"--and under 
linear tactics the defensive is much more powerful 
than the offensive. The French player has set up to 
make one of the approved linear attacks-breaking 
the enemy's lint with your own Sin-but the fact 
that he had to offer his "T' in order to do it 
demonstrates why h t o r i c d  commanders usually 
did not make linear attacks at all, and why linear 
battles often ended as indecisive stalemates. 

Bdtbb move: The British advance as far as they 
are able, using their somewhat clurnsy maneuvera- 
bility in an attempt to pass the French van. 
MERCIA has gained the weather gauge and is sent 
off atone to harry the French rear; alone she will be 
useless until the main fleets have been chopped 
down a bit. She would have done better to reinforce 
the main fleet in the decisive action. Isolated ships 
arc worthless against fleets. Tomakc matters worse, 
she keeps full sak up but uses the extra mobility to 
make a straightforward approach, allowing the 
French a long distance rake with doubled rigging 
hits. The sideways shift was a waste of mobility; it 
would have k e n  better to turn away from the rake 
(in either direction!) or even just drop full sails and 
make a straightforward advance. 

Final pmitions and combat: The French T is 
crossed and the BRENNUS undergoes concentrat- 
ed fire. Out of four die rolls, three sixesand afiveare 
rolled (I want dioe like that for Christmas!) 

MERCIA loses its full sail capability and 
BRENNUS is rendered almost immobile. Since 
EREHNUS is the most powerful French ship and 
MERCIA is the weakest Britisher, this represents a 
major long-term advantage for the British. In the 
short term the advantage is reversed because 
B R E W U S  is in the middle of the fighting, while 
MERCIA is isolated and is now likely to stay out of 
the decisive fighting. Remember, BRENNUS is 
crippled only in movement! Shecan still fqht as well 
as any ship on the board! Her biggest disadvantage 
ia that she will almost certainly never be able to 
catch up to a British ship and use her enormous crew 
for boarding. 

With their sudden advantage, the British can 
follow any of three alternative plans. They can 
continue to press on, passing and crossing the 
French van and leaving the BRENNUS to be 
handled later; or they can turn around and fight 
their way upwind, secure in the knowledge that 
BRENNUS will never be able to follow them; or 
they can take advantage of the temporary disarray 
in the French position (the French will have to 
scramble for a turn or two to for m a  lineof battle) to 
close in and try to finish off the BRENNUS. In the 
long run it would probably be best for them todraw 
away and provoke a battle that the BRENNUS 
cannot get to, but the temptation to close in for the 
kill while the French are off balance is very 

Turn 5: Mercia h e ~  a rigging gcction to tht long ran@ rake imm 
Dragon#, and is no far back as to be effe~hvely out ofthe battle. The 
concentrated C i  From the m t  ofthe BritLhlinc reduce h m w  toa  
tangle of wreckage aloft. (See Gunnery T e b h )  Thc advantage now 
lien with tht Britkh as almost 113 of the French strength is now 
immobile ln the form of the h n n w .  Wing the rcsults of thcir 
gunnery, the Javelin A Sceptre rtgain r a k  full uils. 

Turn 6 
The Verdict of History: 

" . . . as the French scrambled to form a new 
line the Briiish closed in for the kill. A foremast and 
a mainmast do n o r  a victory make, however . . . " 
Idem. 

French move: The French scramble to form a 
line and protect the Brennus. A line of battle has two 
nlajor advanmges: calk rhip'a guns car1 bear lu Tie, 
and the enemy's fire has to be dispersed among 
many ships (since each ship must fire a t  the nearest 
enemy). Since the crippled BRENNUS cannot 
move fast enough to keep its place in the van, the 
VENGEANCE must be brought up to take its place. 
Turn by turn the BRENNUS will fall back in the 
line, passed by the faster ships. Eventually it will not 
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slreh md w t a k ~ m s  of my opponeat'swsds. 
Tht rrrwch &p l a r ~ r  crews, but 1wK Me strong 
rarrorradc broadsides ofmy awn wuck. f imad to 
tread $w linc 'between explohinp my gu 
advantage a@ dEnying the F w b  an oppor,-.-. 
LQ bMrdt My-~siC,stfatcgy is ta rniqtajn my lit 
while c a ~ h e w h l  fancy m a ~ u v c n  :&r maxi mu^ 
lirepower. ' - < " 

~&tinta in i~~myl ine , i&ef f~ ,  pt&i thtiditiath 
r Frcpchcamrtlander who haca repubtion fc 

agigmsivcness. I hope to abk to suppod any 

xt.&aly a dcfen@ve strategy buut ope whi is 
;U&OI j,rt the opening stage bf battle. One ~n 
:new *dd, oppoduniiiits far mmaneuwr wi 
p-f rhem~Iws, but I intend> my o p w n t  t 
nab  rho'firg.cmmipot. A ,  

Why -menders tend to ga& init4l'hr~&d 
iide. Thia i inodfipatibk with my strategy. T 
e e c t  the most damage as quickly as paanibk i s  th 

1 important caragideration. I wi31 open combat 
mu as efltUivc fire can be deiivered. 

Evi?htuaIly, 111 have to dm1 witl~ the drtnvraus 
~k of dosing in. This wit1 W the mop d q w o u r  
upact of my opexation as I must wavaidfonlihg; an, 

k =*mu urbr  jnc WC~BFJ and p f u r m ~  LWC 

H ~f the HM$,DOLEHfN. TbC HMS DOL- 
PHIN would o p e r a t e t m b i ~ n d ~ ~ t l y  . . . , 

t 5) . . . The approach of my 1-d vem$ continu- 
cd camrvativeljt. T&ng s riwk, fhc HMS MER- 
CfA was ardered towards tbeencm)! line in a rake 
podion It waa ha& the French would c~ntinue 
his Ihe farward an station withmy own. If the rear 
ship of the enemy had mn;liaed back to d-1 with 
the weak HAPSMEACIA, then I wou l lh i iqp ind ,  
an advantage in the van, fn any event, if the HMS 
MERCIA lmt a mast ahc wuld ~ r v e  aa a s c m  far 
the r e n ~ : - ~ -  dron. She wmrhe most 
c x p n d ~ ~ =  w U? r x s  only effective at close 
quaners . . . 
I 6) . , . Britirb fira r#ILI mmntratcd bn the 

tENNUS to g h  her wt of action early. Tk 
DOLPHiN ntfemptd g&h o position to 

r the IIRHNUS. The range was doxd to drsw 
rtre to oar bull and away from the rigging. This 
would allow us an Cdgu in mobility as t h  

MERCiA continued on in t h  hope --.-..@long 
raw rakes of the encmks rear .  . 
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be able to keep up, and either the line will Mt 
or BREIYNtfS must be left behind. 

The poitioningof tbeJEANBPRTtodashiinto 
the British line ia interesting. K JEAN MRTcould 
manage to dart between ~ W Q  ships it could fire 
broadsides in bath directions; if it collided with a 
ship i t would at least force the diversion of British 
resources from other maneuverl. Unfortunately the 
wt wodd probabIy be the JEAN BART, sin= its 
green crew would be sitting ducks in a melee. 

The threat does make an effective feint, 
however, and the British will be o b l m  to guard 
against it. 

Britih move: T k  British decide to dose in for 
the kill. They set up threc ships to concentrate on the 
BRENaUs, one with a rakhg shat. Unfortunately, 
the advanced position of the DOLPHiN will make. 
it h r d  for fhe British to extricate themselves from 
this battle. With their sixth move the British ha* 
really committed themselves to  fighting it out here 
and now, whi~h k a & m e  considering their 
superior mobility. 

The problem with a shaotdut is that the British 
are certain to get hurt, too . . . and they will have 

gapplipg with the enemy. inherent in my defensiv 
L t w  i6 gf b t k k  %as,  dl =ils will b Z 7) + . . f" in a d o n  f'i' IQ 
"" t d  only to mmouflage my true intention rtrnahd abwt even for both 8ida. ., 

ty fitig gr&riries of Mnwntralin pins  bad bten o b k n d  for cither 9ide. I Qgimd to 
bYC -1. mg to keep dbtrib n GI0* s t i ' l f m ~ t o u s t m ~ - O ~ c g a n d  

d hitn hedispersed and eliminateh potential ~...-a 'IgU " pram myseif from the threatof IrnN 
urly in tfic wmc. Four lightty damaged wewls are BART, poised like an arrow* redyio 

&n a wtcL .k--- . . -c--~ my lint. By dosing the mqc  nnd Itbening the 

matk. dhta--- btrwn my vessels t hrea s con- 
;F;;yh- ~ 9 %  L~,X:_+ yy;~ ;M~$4a ib  . . . 
LP+~~&@~,@%%$( 8) . , . T ~ L  I-m w g  SU., in dmbl, ,+" * B E  

1) f%r t*a qwrm si@ted mC% e?br at c I ? ~  HMS DOLPHIN and the mENNU$ *ill k t  
i n p ,  i could wt afford to b b k  *f~kWf-fired s h f i ~ ~ .  Paeaibly I shouId b v e  t m e r r t d  pan of 
I Y  which (would h v c j  elimbated wmin my cm, to the HM$ J A  YEUNy but if too 
tW mamuvtm. *dmirui -' to mtify that error. As the HMSDOLBHIWwoukf 
v i v t  mrnmandtr, X rnaintaihg my i c  ,,, lun~ndcr it w o ~ l d  be in a strate+ily 
'b wouId clm- Asma~lmovcmentfanv~~d wM favorable parilion with my vesstle cloricr to the 
t o w  mnfromhim InasMby FkPch . . . melee. Even if the HMfS SCEPTRE SIN&, f waa > A  

confident that I would k able to retake both my I )  - fhc Frmshclosrd* I4 b.eb," "1 and th( ~ ~ G ~ * ~  * XIY.dron o drop fuH,w~k 1,hoped to krt: && Fen& ir wrrveted a. pa&ios to Fake f& bow and tnse a f fa l@anf&f ie  by Witin$ my stem of th D ~ G Q N E ,  mis wouU the 
'& I Fhnch would in quh fight& on w r d  fbc HMS SCMTRE Thugh 
hr-p?rip*-uuK=U m a x ~ u b f a w ~ a ~ p ~ *  r d ~ q  tht th H M ~  JA m ~ m  wD& quh fluciwbis ~ ~ ~ % ~ ~ ~ 9 ~ ~ ~ 6 ~ ~ ~  stmieg~ i' possibly qdd the B&#NMm in achieving a rake, I 
r G i n  anioi r d & s ) h r  enemy i i  iq r a n g  cMlmlM my of . . . On hkss m v b w  rims anektrcmelv nmtshot . . b a r d  the HAdS DOLPHIN our desire wu to inflict 

V$J$CiA +pi W : b @ e  it c@8 hi r coacew .:-- 
temar mutn,to thq %& if. n e d d  'As the JIM: 
p ~ t ; p ~ @  wi 'bhiha B ~ V @ W $  ,mp~f i ,  1iQ) - - . A d t s ~  f&t OD t ~ ~ ~ k ~ o f t ~  
om < &  &d roald 'the 4;i=%:liljc,&M JAVEEIHappca t b k  in vain, Yet wc struggkd 
h k i ~  tb aw.Q*g$p, rlf,tke$qnch;Mc befomfakm ight o f f i ~ d o ~ + ~ w h k n * d  

OW 9&d> f ~ q h -  i*. he- w&w~)$$ :&@ 
..* . . . 

&&vatd an hi$: $&%aid ' k n  W-pb The rw tgpiry held concerning Rear* 
dvsni$geAto: have a~f~rwun$s  rx~@ngeg al;<w Admital UM'n c uct at the: kttb of St. Kitis 
anp. 4 f  $he Pmn& wkre h$ed. nW1 .dhaifi a! mnpletely $xom.,A him of m y  mhcandlact. His 
bubl~ahat^f WO* haw wxi&qA*rit&&*jt! ~ r d  was returnd by Cantre-Admimi Pompom, 
on$mnh arc. Afthis t~~A-tii~$f$$&~~~@!H~l? a d  Rear-Admiral Whlwo6ld Iatetey keve a sengoing 
~ ~ m ^ p ~ + $ > ~ t ; i s  ,- ,.?L . . u a ~  ~'.tl$-t&i~ ##Mq$d if440 command in the hitic., , v : , <Ly:Ljv+cA <>: 

w 

Turn 6: TRt British have discarded their maixuvaability advan&; 
and have d o s d  in for a slugging match. Their current dvantag~  of3 
ships to 2 will not last long. T h e  battered Erennlrs can take a lot of  
punirhment and next turn the British art likcly to be facing 4 Fremh 
v w h  with only 3 of thcu own. As Do/phin has lost a rigging section 
in the gunfire exchange, it is probable that thc chase is over and that 
the battle is nbout to kgin in earnest The Drogonne, havingdoscd 
the action, drops Full sail before coming undcr the guns of the enemy. 

Final positions and combat: The advance of the 
VENGEANCE has robbed the DOLPHIN of the 
rake on BRENNUS; the French are already 
beginning to gain the benefits of reforming their 
line. Soon their awkward position will &corrected. 
(As the dice actually feH, the rake would have hit 
three hull and a gun square on BRENNUS). The 
French fire high against MERCIA, the better to 
keep her away from the fight, and the British try to 
immobilize the French van by striking at YENGE- 
ANCE' rigging. Otherwise, both sides switch to 
aiming at the enemy's hulls in the interests of 
ultimate destruction. The main fight is intensifying. 

I t  is clear that with the rest of the French ships 
rapidly coming into line the Britisharegoing to have 
trouble concentrating on BRENNUS and finishing 
her off; BRENNUS took only three hull hits from 
two ships at the four-hex range. She could take that 
for three more turns before striking. The British 
have a hard decision to make: close for a quicker 
kill, or continue firing from medium range. They 
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cannot withdraw because they would have to leave 
DOLPHIN behind. 

Turn 7 
Thc Verdict of History: 

"h ld ly  and foolhczrdily the British closed to 
point-blank range. % opposing flagships were 
rteurly blown out of the water, while upwind 
GaIlic cheers announced that the French had 
succeeded in grappling a British ship . . . " Idem. 

French move: With VENGEANCE now slowed 
down, JEAN BARTmust take over the lead of the 
French column. This turn the French make an 
excellent move, forming their battle line with the 
DRAGONNE advanced to draw off any fire from 
the British rear. It is unfortunate that the crippled 
mobitity of the VENGEANCE prevents a similar 
maneuver in the van; an advance i6 possible, but it 
would risk a dose-range rake if the DOLPHIN 
moved perfectly. 

British move: The British try to close and finish 
BRENNUS before it's too late. At least two ships 
should be able to tire at two hexes range, allowing 
the British to use their carronades. 

The fleets are getting very close, however. 
MERCIA remains out of it. For sorncrcason the 

British player is not bringing her up as quickly as he 
, .. . . . . .". " . . . ... ,wl 

I Turn 7: Tht French failtd la bring the Jean Barr into wtioo, so the 
number of -la in dose comht is now ewn. Although the Mer& 
hm,, even a rake c m o t  nuke her effective at that wnge. The 
codhon  of bmnw is negated by tht equally mod rhape of h 
DolphiR. The mow of the Dragom is the key. Both v-ls throw 
them full crews into tbc melet. Tht mtltc nhardtk  Swplrclmproves 
the Frcncbadyanw increwfactorsfromthe starting8:7 w6:3aRcr 
three rounds of m t k .  Unlcss something i s  done tbe pew of the 
Draplubc will overpowerthe Sccprremn rum. Alrhwh the French 
d$?usi18Iy haw rlw udvantage at rhb pulnl, good Engiish gunwry 
from c a m d e  rmge couldsaw r h h y f o r  rhc Wkh evennow. A1 
rhkpoinr the Javehn drops full rails r tal ing t b p  she is sum to come 
undw Iire next turn. 

Final pmitions and combat: Contact1 The 
British came too close, and DRAGCINNEgrapples 
SCEPTRE. The second-best ships in each fleet are 
lochd in mortal mel-nd both ships are 
relatively more important because they haw been 

m.. 
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left untouched by the battle so far. The melee is 
nearly even at the start, but the French add to their 
slight manpower advantage by rolling better dice. 
This is beainning to look like acriticaldefeatfor the - - 
British. 

Fortunately for the British their other two ships 
can still pouAd the BRENNUS which takes - a  
beating. BRENNUS is left one good die roll away 
from striking(ah, me, think back to the rake that the 
DOLPHIN never got to make). The French 
concentrate their strength on DOLPHIN, which is 

,]>in Bren 
~ a v e l i n  ~ r e n n u s  

Scentre Brennus 
Brennus 
Dragonn 
Sceptre 

J a v e l i n  
Dolphin 
Draeonn - 

B r e n n u s  
Veil 

Jave 
~ e r c l a  
Venrean 
Brennus 
Dolphin 
JaveHn 
Javelin 
Mercia 
Vengear 
Brennus 
Mer 
Jear. --. 
Vengea r 

Vengean 
Mercia 
Javelin 
Doiohin 

Brennus 
Draponn- 
Do11 
~ o l ;  
Ven- 
Brennus 
Dragonn 
Dxagonn 
Dolphin 
Javelin 
Scel 
CP? 

also one good broadside away from striking. If the 
French can sink DOLPHIN and capture SCEP- 
TRE they can easily stand to lose BRENNUS. 

It is a very even battle, with everything up in the 
air; the Crisis is upon us. 

Turn 8 
The Verdict of Hhtory: 

"Aboard JAVELIN the British ofleers were 
worried abour all the French cheering. 

'Sure is loud,' observed t h  First Mate- 

ze cqglikk roUesaaaverageo~ s.mr "MII~ r re  rrenqn ~ouea,an average ox 5-24 renc& 
t tho ijght n u i +  in the key agois; f w j  axample, the 3rd t e ~ d ~ i l f r  &e 9th t ~ r !  ~ftv 

I 
bet- theDoaphis anct+the;Irzv&in. A-5 @ a d qoitliy fhk Fiaicb.\yould:ha~e allqwtd the ~olp$&$ 
to recapture the k v e h ~ , ~ & i ~ ~  crewr:and probably jake the B k ~ u s ,  Immy went< the French 
inflided &e in mk,e combat thn theEnglish. $ope-%- --I- >Ween two evenly 
- n d n h m a v - ~ ~ ;  .--" :- AL+~&-A +* - ~ ~ * i , -  :LAW h- - A--L - -IN "6 +A: A 
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'Is that fellow over there waving a wine bortle~?' 

wondered rha Second. 
'Wonder how they eon make so much noise," 

persisted rhe First. 
Ar that moment the JA VELIN collided with 

BRENNUS in a tangle of ropes and braces. The 
noise swelled to a roar as hordes of cheering 
Frenchmen poured up from below decks and 
swarmed towards the EmgIish deck. 

Unmoved, stalwart, the English Captain stared 
at the charging mass and uttered the classic words 
tkar will live forever OH the ionguesof military men: 

'Oh-oh,' he said. . . " Idem. 
French move: A strong move. Nobody can get 

up to help in the DRAGONNEmelee, so the French 
player settles for concentrating a ring of firearound 
DOLPHZN. DOLPHIN for BREWNUS is an 
acceptable trade, as long as DRAGONNE captures 
SCEPTRE. In addition, by swinging BRENNUS 
forward the French player gets the chance of 
grappling and boarding JA VELIN if BRENNUS 
can survivejust one more fire. With BRENNUSand 
DOLPHIN about to strike and DRAGOWNE and 
SCEPTRElocked in a melee that could depopulate 
both ships, JA VELIN and VENGEANCE are 
becoming extremely important ships; wen an 
outside chance of capturing one of them is worth 
taking, especially if it doesn't really cost anything. 

British move: With B R E W U S  and DOLPHIN 
about gone, the British player is concentrating on 
helping SCEPXRE in any way possible. The 
isolation of the MERCZA is vital now-all she can 
do is edge up and try for a crew hit at long range. 

The best moves for J A  VELZN and DOLPHIN 
are harder to pick out. The SCEPTRE melee, the 
French ships that are preparing to cross his van and 
concentrate against DOLPHIN the devastated 
condition of DOLPHIN and the dangerous close- 
ness of BRENNUS'elite crew areall threats that the 
British player has to counter. 

His move-turning the two British frigates-is 
an ingenious attempt to solve all hi problems at 
once. Assuming that the BREIYUS will continue 
itsdownwind path of the last few turns, both frigates 
will be in a position to grapple her at once for one 
grand melee with a British strength advantage. At 
the same time, JAVELIN will be able to fire 
broadsides in both directions at dnce, exerting 
maximum fire at both DRAGONNE(reducing her 
crew strength) and BRENNUS (with a 50% chance 
of forcing her to strike before melee). DOLPHIN 
stays upwind of the advancing French van, so it will 
probably be safe unless BRENNUS' crew stay at 
their guns and blow it out of the water-in which 
case BRENNUS will almost certainly fall to either 
boarding or fire. The British have many options of 
fire or boarding, depending basically on who 
grapples who. In any case, the British are assured of 
exerting maximum force against every ship. 

. . . Except: the DOLPHIN must drift, out of 
range of BRENNUS and closer to the French van! 
And BRENNUS dow not move as expected! 

Anticipating these problems, a better move 
would have been to just advance DOLPHIN two 
and JAVELINthree. This abandons SCEPTREto 
its fate, but it is BRENNUS-proof. 

The best move of all would have been to leave 
JA VELIWs sails up at the end of turn 7 and now 
move her l RlRl  and DOLPHIN IL (to avoid the 
collision). In the case where the French ships move 
downwind, DOLPHIllr would take over the long- 
range rake on DRAGONNEand JAVELINwould 
still get to fire two broadsideeone a killing rake at 
BRENNUS and the other an initial close-range 
broadside at VENGEANCE. Other French moves 
decrease the effect-in the actual move DOLPHIN 
would have to Fie at BRENNUS instead of 
D R A G O N N S b u t  in any case the move is 
BRENNUS-proof and BRENNUS would probably 



Turn 6: The Btmnl~p'plottrd move results in e collkon but yields an to elbrmnatc the leal 3 hull squares on the b ~ n n u s  but came up one 
I uwpected bonus-she has fou)ad the luvelurl Thc J m l i n  michi ehort. jaw lit^ had no choice but to k e e ~  aU hand6 at thtir aun6. The I haw saved the day for the ~r i t ibh but htr d-pcrste die rolls fdl s h k  . ship would have st& nochnnoc in a boirdingactionvs tbchgcclite 
: olthe mark. Tbe larboard bmsdsidc lan ~nitial rakeata ran= ofnat  crew of the Brenms which kmt one section on board anvwav to man 

Dmgolmefaikd to tliminatcenoughcrew to alter thcoutcokofihe 
: melee aboard t k  Sceprre. JaveIin'B other brondsidc hada Swchanoe 

t be forced to strike (grappling8 and boardings 
/ between VENGEANCE, JA VELIN and D O L  

PHIN are the only complimtions that could 
I possibly save BRENNUS, and they would evolve 
! into a whole 'nother game-but better for the 
I British). 

Incidently, I won't pretend I wodd have found 
! that move during the game. 
I What actually happens is far worse. 

1 F i l  positions and combat: Catastropne! 
1 Collision! As JAVELIN turns, it collides with 
' BRENNUS and is fouled1 

the guns for a last volley against the ~suelin. ~ o t h  the ~&~r&mnd the 
Javchn now fly the Fleur-de-Lis. 

into position to dispatch the DOLPHZN. It looks 
like it is all over. 

British move: But it's not1 The British sidle back 
and the JAVELIN drifts down, and the British 
grapple for a desperate boarding action! An 
exoellent move, the British player's only chance to 
survive-but he must roll a couple of ones. Victory 
here would bring the JA VEWN back into action at 
full strength,and with the French ships depopulated 
the whole floating mass of ships might be cap- 
tured . . . 

MERCZA continues to drift down pointlessly. 
F i l  positions and combat: The British needed 

: The Britishare payingfor getting too close to the to be luc@> and they In 
/ BREhTNUS-it could never have caught a British was: lhe fire missed Or hit nothing 
i ship, so the British ship had to come to it-and now important. 

1 the British player has to makeadecision. Ass result The French, of hastily regrapple 
of a die roll (see Basic Game rule IV.C.2) theBritish JA and Over 

ship occupies the collision hex, so only JAVELIN 
can fire on or melee BRENNUS. Three hull hits on 
the BRENNUSand she will strike-+ 50% chance of 771' Verdict of Hi4rory: 

victory if all sections stay a t  their guns. Any British " . . . bur a rescue party from BRENNUS 
DBP would be horribly outnumbered any- orrived in rhe nick of time," Zbid., p. 29111. 
way . . . so the British elect to stand by their guns French reinforcements from BRENNUSfinally 
and deliverfuil broadsides both ways. Good choice, come into the action and in the end DOLPHIN is 

, but good luck? captured as well. The French rolled some very nice 
They lose. JA VELINand SCEPTREare lost to dw in all their melees. 

, boarding in the same turn. BRENNUS survives, Interestingly enough, they never did get the hull 
and DOLPHZN is one hull hit away from striking hit to finish DOLPHIN, 
and is surrounded by enemies to boot. 

Genera1 critique: From the beginning of the game 
the British had an advantage ingunnery, the French 

,Turn 9 an advantage in melee. In such a game mobility is of 
The Verdict of History: the greatest importance, since the commander who 

" Whe~her Admiral Pomponne's flight to the can maneuver as he wishes can f o m  the h t t l e  t o  
deck of the JA VELIN warprompred by entkmiasm develop along the lines most advantageous to his 
or over-prudence has been the slrbject of heated side. Despite this, neither side made any real 
political and scholarly arguments. The onk certain attempt to gain the weather gauge and the 
{Ring is r h r  rhenew fienchfragship hadnone of the advantages that go with it. 
French signalflags. TAUS, whether from overenthu- In the battle the British gained a big edge in 
siasm ar the moment of victory orfrom some other mobility when they crippled the BRENNVSat long 
reason the French fleet was suddenly moving range (something the French should never have 
without its Admiral3 careful direction . . . " I&m. allowed). The British reduced their combat power 

French move: Smelling decisive victory, the by sending off the MERCIA, however, and then 
French cut all grapples an+ <-,ding and try to get con=:---nded thin --or by getting involved in a 
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one last depwrale garnblt. The Doiphin turns to mett the d;iftitlg just unfouled; quickly qrupplcstbe ~-1in and sends overa transfer 
Juvelln, grappics her, and boards withaU availabkcrcw inaneffort to boordim party to reinforce the depleted French defenden. 

firefght with a powerful enemy they could have 
bypassed. The confusion in the French position 
offered an opportunity for a turn or two of 
favorable combat, but the British maneuvered so as 
to commit themselves to a long term slugging 
match. Finally the British risked too much andcame 
too close to the French, and the fatal boarding 
actions began. 

These are all strategic errors; on the tactical 
level, the technical play of the ships was generally 
superb on both sides. Both players skillfully avoided 
rakes and allocated their fire to best effect when 
each ship is studied individually; it is only in the 
coordination of combinations of ships that miscal- 
culations were made. 

With all of this, and despite the lopsided results, 
it was a surprisingly even game that really turned on 
a few crucial die rolls. The six rigging hits that 
crippled the BRENNUS should have been only 
three hits by probability; on the other hand, looking 
at all the broadsides fired at the BRENNUS, it 
should have struck on turn 8 with twelve hull hits 
before boarding. In both the DRAGONN'E board- 
ing and the second JAVELIN boarding the French 
and British started off about even in crew squares, 
and in both cases the French rolled very nice dice 
and won the melee and the ship. 

And, finally, if on turn 8 the BRENNUS had 
been forced to occupy the collision hex the 
DOLPHZN could have fired its rear broadside at it. 
In that case the BRENNUS would certainly have 
struck and the JAVELIN would nwer have been 
lost a t  all. 

A very close game. The bad positioning of the 
French fleet on turn 4 just about offset the British 
mistake in deciding to shoot it out at close range. 

Almost. 

Turn 10: The TBP from tbe&ennta9isenoughtoovewbelm tbecrew 
of lhc Doiphin, tnding tht m e k  and the battle. 

"Admiral Uhi was hrer exonerated by a courr- 
marrial, abhough he did take to wearing a false 
beard wRmeiwr he went out on the streets of 
London. TI was a maiter of great jest among the 
oflccrs who had sat on his 'court,' all of whom 
happened to be old frhnds and relatives. His next 
command was in rhe Baltic. in 1824. 

0n the other hand, French Admiral Pomponne 
was feted, celebrated and run out of France on 
suspicion of not being a truly Revobrionary naval 
ofleer. After all, who ever heard of a successful 
French naval oflcer once rhey purged the Ar& 
~tocrars?" 
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A. H . Philosophy . . . Continued from Page 22 

good for 810 plus an Avalon Hill game of their 
choice. Ninth through 16th place will receive 
free AH games, while 17th through 32nd place 
will earn subscriptions to the GENERAL. 

The AH CLASSIC 500 will utilize three judges 
in a seven-round, single elimination event with 
openings for 128 contestants. Play will be 
limited to AFRIKA KORPS, STALINGRAD, WA- 
TERLOO, D-DA Y, BULGE, and ALEXANDER, but 
when opponents cannot agree on a choice, 
AFRIKA KORPS will be the default game. 
Players must come prepared with a list of games 
they'll play in order of preference. AH such lists 
must include AFRIKA KORPS. Sides to be 
determined by die roll. All games will be played 
according to the latest edition of the rules. 

Competition will begin early Friday evening 
and will continue for the survivors. until Sunday 
afternoon. Unfilled openings will be sold on a 
first-come, first-served basis. All 1st round 
games must be started by 11 AM Saturday. Pre- 
registrants will have their space saved for them 
until 1 1 AM Saturday. Those who do not appear 
by that time will have their spaces sold without 
refund. 

Generally speaking, games can be started 
any time up until the deadline. There will not be 
any formal rounds-ames will be begun as 
matchups become available so as to minimize 
the "dead time" between games and give 
everyone as much playing time as possible. 
Games which drag on are subject to adjudica- 
tion by the officials. Pre-registrants should 
include on a separate piece of paper with their 
nameandaddress their preferredgamesand the 
time they expect to arrive. While not required, if 
we know when tosxpeet you,we'll haveabetwr 
chance 'of arranging a matchup using your 
favorite game. $5.00 entry fee. 

ALIEN SPACE: Sponsored and run by ATTACK 
WARGAMING ASSOClATlORI. ALIEN SPACE is 
a Star Trek fleet type action between Federation 
and Klingon forms and their allies. Esch 
contestant will receivea ship with specifications 
sheet and write up which is their's to keep. 
Games and other wargaming memorabilia will 
be awarded to thetop4entrants. Alien allies will 
be allowed to change sides during the game. 
Victory conditions will be determined on the 
basis of number of ships destroyed and how long 
your ship remains in the game. ATTACK offersa 
$2 credit to anyone who can show prmf of 
purchase of an  ALlEN SPACE game from thorn 
during 1976. Entrantsshould bring a pencil with 
eraser. Re-registration fee: $2.00; at the door: 
$3.00. 

THIRD REICH: Sponsored and run by AlTACK 
WARGAMING ASSOCIATION. Each player will 
play one major power. Pre-registrants will be 
given priority in selecting countries. ATTACK 
will provide games as supplementary prizes 
through 4th place. 52.00 entry fee. 

FOOTBALL STRATEGY: Sponsored by 
Avalon Hill. A seeded event with a maximum 
field of 64 players with 1 hour rounds. Among 
the participants will be Thomas Shaw, 
designer of the game, and Rich Chodnicki and 
Don Greenwood, past winners of the Avalon 
Hill Football League Super Bowl. Prizf3~ 
awarded to the top 4 places. 

RICHTHOFEN'S WAR DEMOUTION DER- 
BY: Sponsored by IGB and judged by Randall 
Reed--designer of rhe game. Entrants will be 
divided into teams of 3 and loosed on a board 
from which there is no escape against a 
similarly matched team. Only 1 team may 
survive and only those members of the team 
not shot down may move into the next round. 
Pilots will be given credlt for kills gained along 
the way and may gain ace status as they 
progress. Suwivors will be put into a force pool 
from which new teams will be selected: those 
with the most credited kills being put on the 
same team. Thus, a player who flys only to 
survive rather than attack will be stacking the 
odds against himself. When the field has been 
reduced to 6 pilots a true demolitim derby will 
commence with the last man flying proclaimed 
the winner. All those in the final heat will be 
awarded prizes. 81.00 entry fee. Open and 
Pre-Registration. 

KINGMAKER: Sponsored by INTEREST 
GROUP BALTIMORE and judged by Mick Uhl, 
the AH Developer for KINGMAKER. Amaximum 
of three rounds will tm played; each of which will 
be three hours in length. The tournament will be 
conducted in a single elimination format with 
top f inishers in each game advancing to the next 
round. Each winner will be determinedby either 
the successful accomplishment of the Victory 
Conditions or his Parliamentary strength if there 
is no winner at the end of the round. All basic, 
optional and the King's Pardon rules except 
"Optional Trade" will be used. If less than 37 
players are enrolled-play will be limited to 2 
rounds with the winner of eachgame advancing 
to the final round. 81.00 entry fee. 

MANASSAS: Sponsored and run by the 
American Wargaming Association. This game 
won the Charles Roberts Award last year for 
best amateur game of 1974 and is now b i n g  
published by GDW. Play will be conducted by 
single elimination among a maximum field of 16 
participants. The top five competitors will 
receive GDW games. $1.00 entry fee. 

NUCLEAR WAR: Sponsored and run by Flying 
Buffalo, Inc. this popular card game returns from 
the grave and is now being produced by FBI. An 
easily learned, multi-player game-NUCLEAR 
WAR is sure to entertain all after a very short 
period of indoctrination. Play will be by "surviv- 
al" elimination and take place in 1 hour rounds. 
Two rounds should suffice to come up with a 
winner. Free games will go to the top 5 places. 

vs tank, personnel us personnel, and personnel 
vs AFV combat. 81.00 entry fee. 

AIR FORCE: Battleline Publications sponsors 
this tournament based on their newest offering. 
The game is a plane vs plane confrontation ser in 
Europe during WWII. Play will be single elirnina- 
tion in 90 minute rounds. A 876 first prize and 
$25 second prize supplement the customary 
plaque for the winner. 81.00 entry fee. 

ARMOR MINIATURES: Sponsord by GHQ 
Micro Armor and run by Interest Group Bafti- 
more. Jim Rumpf and Bill Alpen returnto handle 
an enlarged field of 16 teams. Each team must 
becomposed of 3 individuals. One team member 
should be designated the captain and it is under 
his name that the team will be paid for and 
reserved. Individuals wishing to take part in the 
armor miniatures should not pre-register but 
should sign up in person at the tournament HQ 
and in that manner be assigned to a team of 
individuals in a like situation. Play will be single 
elimination in 4 hour rounds with one hour rest 
breaks. To facilitate play. note rhe following: 

A.)TRACnCSrules will be used with minor 
modifications. These changes will be posted in 
the playing area and will be explained at two 
orientation briefings to be given at Levering Hall 
in the Little Theatre 9 PM Friday and 9 AM 
Saturday. 

B.) It is  suggested that all players be familiar 
with: direct vehicle to vehicle fire; artillery fire, 
indirect, blind, pre-registered and recon fires; 
use of smoke; and armor tactical doctrine. It is 
also suggested that each participant bring a 9 ft 
tape measure. pair of dividers, paper and pencil. 
~ i m e  limits for movement and assignment offire 
must be strictly enforced. Each team will be 
provided with vehicle spec sheets, info on 
specific weapons if available. and other perti- 
nent informarion prior to the srart of each 
scenario in the form of a briefing folder. 

B ~ i d e s  the actual plaque there will be a large 
trophy for best tactician and 51 00 worth of GHQ 
micro-crmor for the top two teams. $6.00 emry 
fee per team. 

WOODEN SHIPS & IRON MEN: Sponsored 
and run by IGB. Each player will maneuver two 
to six ships in single elimination. 90 minute 
rounds. Play is quick and simple in this game of 
ship-to-ship action in the days of fighting sail. 
There is no limit to the number of entries, but 
first round "byes" will go only to those whoare 
pre-registered. Play will end Saturday evening. 
$1.00 entry fee. 

BATTLE' STATIONS: WWll naval miniatures 
will be sponsored and run by Damian Housman 
Asstsciates. Play will be based on the new 
miniatures rules of the same name. Entrywill be 
limited to teamsof 5. Each teamwill maneuver5 
destroyers; each player in command of 1 ship. 
Teamscomposed of fewer than 5 individualswill 
be accepted but will ~ l a v  under a handicapasall 

62.00 entry fee. moves are timed. A; was the case with'arrnor 
PANZER LEADER: Sponsored and run by miniatures, pre-registration is limited to team 
INTEREST GROUP BALTIMORE. The macro- TOBRUK: The TOBRUK tournament will be a entries only which will be reserved under the 
game has been scrapped in favor af specially multi-scenario. single elimination tournament a team ceptain+ 
designed scenarios which will stress individual limited to a maximum of 84 players. There will teammates will to regisref at tournament 
efforts. Players may enter any or all of the three be four balanced scenarios created for the headquarters the day of the event+ 
different fronts. Each "front" will have a tournament by Randall C. Reed. Individual 
capacity of up to 40 players. Entrants will play competitors decide what scenario to play each Play will be single elimination with each 
one game in each front they enter. Winners will round. Each scenario has victwy points that winning team advancing to a n w  scenario. All 
be determined by points awarded for objectives players earn, the winner being the one with the players will be allowed to keep their ships-very 
gained or held based on the forces at their most points. Players areexpected to know all but attractive 1 :2400 metal replicas by C.-in-C.. The 
disposal. There will be prizes for the winner of the Experimental Rules. Scenarios will be 20 winning team will split a $50 first prize and 5 
each front plus an overall award forthe top point turns long with a 45 minute time limit each Battle Stations games. The second place team 
getter of the tournament. 81.00 entry fee. round. Scenarios are in Firefight form with tank will receive 825. $1 5.00 team entry fee. 

I 
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BACKGAMMON: Sponsored and run by IGB. 
The game of Kings will be monitored by 1GB Vice 
President Neil Topolnicki with all players 
engaging in three 1 hour rounds and the winner 
being he with the most total points. 51.00 entry 
fee. 

DIPLOMACY: ORIGINS II will also bethe site of 
Diplocon IX and all the prime movers in 
DIPLOMACY circles are expected to attend. This 
will be a two day affair run underthe auspices of 
the International Diplomacy Association and 
sponsored by Games Research, Inc. IDA presi- 
dent Edi Birsan will officiate. 

Play is not elimination oriented and players 
may play in both rounds regardless of their 
showing. Seven plaques will be given for best 
performance with each country. These honors 
can be won for play in either round. Players need 
not participate in both the Saturday and Sunday 
rounds but the overall winner will be determined 
on the basis of performance over both rounds. 
$2.00 entry fee. 

TACTICAL SHOOT OUT: Sponsored and run by 
SPI. This is a single elimination event utilizing 
two hour rounds in games of SNIPER and 
PATROL. PATROL will be the game utilized in 
thefinals. Maximum field of 64entrantswith an 
entry fee of $1.00. 

19th CENTURY BAlTLE GAME TOURNA- 
MENT: Sponsored and run by SPI. Play will be 
l imitd to a field of 64 entrants utilizing the 
games CHICKAMAUGA and WAGRAM. Other 
games which normally accompany these two in 
the SPI Quad system will not be used in the 
tournament. Play will be single elimination with 
the final round game to be CHICKAMAUGA. 
$1.00 entry fee. 

20th CENTURY BAITLE GAME TOURNA- 
MENT: Sponsored and run by SPI. Play will be 
limited to a field of 64 entrants utilizing the 
games ARNHEM and WURZBURG. Play will be 
single elimination with ARNHEM used as the 
final round game. 51.00 entry fee. 

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS: TSR returns with 
D&D creator Gary Gygax and seven others to 
host eight tours through the famous Lake 
Geneva dungeons. Each "trip" through the 
dungeons will accommodate a group of 12 
adventurers in four hour rounds. The top 
survivors in each round will receive credit slips 
for TSR products. Ademonstration game of D&D 
will be held Friday evening and hosted by Gary 
Gygax himself to introduce new people into the 
fantasy scene. Players may enter only one 
dungeon trip. 51.00 entry fee. 

FIGHT IN  THE SKIES: TSR sponsors this 
popular WWI aerial combat game. The tourna- 
ment will consist of two flights, each flight 
taking approximately 2 hours. Mike Carr, 
designer of the game, will be the official. 
Entrants are limited to a maximum field of 16. 
$1 .OO entry fee. 

For those who are not competition minded, 
ORIGINS II will feature a number of seminars. 
The International Diplomacy Association will 
sponsor a DIPLOMACY seminar in conjunction 
with Diplocon IX on Saturday morning prior to 
the DIPLOMACY tournament. Early indications 
are that speakers will include Walter Buchan- 

Continued on Page 34, Column 3 

At last Avalon Hill returns its attention to the Another aspect of The RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN 
Eastern Front with an extended and improved is that it is probably the best game we've ever 
edition of Jedco's The RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN. made for play-by-mail enthusiasts. The double- 
Not just another STALINGRAD, The RUSSIAN impluse system provides a high frequency of 
CAMPAIGN depicts the struggle on the Eastern action with a minimum of time delay and letter 
Front from start to finish in a corps level game exchanges. PBM play isfurtherenhancedbythe 
with each turn equal to two months of real time. inclusion of grid co-ordinates within each hex 5 
If German panzers don't take the Kremlin by la WS & I M  or CAESARS LEGIONS. 
1942, odds are high that T-34s will roll into RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN comes boxed corn- 
Berlin in 1945. Like STALINGRAD. The RUS- plete with a 22" x 28" mounted, full color 
SIAN CAMPAIGN is a fine game, but unlike the mapboard, die-cut counters, OB charts, and 
former, it is also an exacting simulaiion. In The comprehensive rulebook, and includes the 
RUSSIAN CAtWPAIGN, the German blitzkrieg following playing features: 
usually consumes vast amounts of territory and 
Russian troops before coming to a screeching * Enlarged hexes for greater ease of handling 

halt at the hands of the Russian winter-usually * Double-impulse movement 
at the very gates of Moscow. Token Russian Sea movement, invasions, and evacuations 
armored forces can only delay-not stop the rules for use in the Black Sea and Baltic Sea 
German offensive in its tracks, and it is a worn * Partisans 
out Red Army that facesthe German invaders as Comprehensive weather rules 
the weather lends a welcome hand and slows * Provisions for German air superiority 
down the onslaught with first mud and then Russian paratroop capacity 
snow. 1942 then becomes the year of decision. * Russian industry and Murmansk Convoy 
Denied a knockout blow in the opening rounds, influences on the Russian replacement rate 
the German must begin anew against a replen- Realistic limitations on rail movement 
ished Russian army. Failure this year will Five additional scenarios as short playing time 
probably costthe German any remaining chance alternatives to the Campaign Game 
of victory barring an incredibly maimed Red High Water Mark Battles for the Ukraine 
Army. As the game continues, attrition takes its Stalingrad Race for Berlin 
toll and the Germans must try to settle for a tie Kursk 
and endeavor to stop the Russian juggernaut 
they've aroused. . RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN is available only via 

mail order direct from Avalon Hill for $9.00 plus 

All of which is not to say that the results are the usual postage CAM- 
predetermined, it is still first and foremost a PAIGN is rated Intermediate II on the Avalon Hill 

game with a startling ability to turn the tables scale. 

when all hope is seemingly lost. Time and again Maryland residents add 4% State Sales Tax. 
during our playtesting we found one player or 
the other wringing his hands and ready to throw 
in the towel. But more often than not his tune 
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RIADEB BUYER'S GUIDE 
$12.00 

rmF: TOBRUK -1: Idiv idud tank L squad level 

eame of the war in Afrlca, MayJune 1942. 

W B R U K  wae t k  24th game to k reviewed where it rated Mb and in Play Ralance wbere'it 
in the RBG and rated 16th ovcrall with a took 9th. A p rep land  2nd edition rulebook 
cumulative rating of3.10. I t  apprently ia one of (xwd thousand prt-publieation editions rrere 
those games w b i  you eitber love or hate. There =Id) did well by itself in gaining a 2.77 rating- 
isn't much of a middlc ground-the ratinp good enough to put thin a t r t m c l ~  compk @me 
consisting primarily of 1's and 9's. W t m n  have in the top third of tbe Compldcntss of Ruleb 
differems of opinion amoog our own staff as ta cate~ory. 
the rrlativc mtritg of the game. 

On the negative side, ~t l l g ~  a dead-kt and 
This sbOuld in a game which next-to-last performam in theWMaplmard"and 

reprknts such a break irom the nonn of of Undtrrtandingw ad- 
traditional comht lmwrype land bank games ,iy k t 4  ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ i ~  ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ,  me wbiFb pmdd it. is *maltst TOBRUK mapboard is totally devoid of terrain 

we have Yet attem~td wherein each and e-mpnssa only hex upon hex of pand- 
munm repr=ntr Q gingle AFV. crew-& c o h d  d h d .  Many players wanted 1-in 
weapon or ttn man quad. To simulattthin kvtl of ,f ,,, type--cven if thm wasn-, any, and thtir 
mmbat we fell back on miniaturea theory and indign~tion at the I d  of dun=, wadis, or 
adopted spccial fire effects cham forercb wempon 
typ. "Hits- w m  furtba dassifwd as to type and 

heaviiy On the 

penetration power4gain requiring -rate d~e  
roUg. And there is thc r u b 4 i c  rolls. The greu 
attention to detail created hrgrly by thc smingly '' 
infinite die rolls which turn on the realism buff, 2. 
totally shocks the playability dtvota. Thin is t k  f. 
only issue in TOBRUK. Ifyou w m t  real i iatany 4. 
cost, thcrt is no mor td t tak l  trcatmcnt of armor 
warfare. On the other hand, i f  you're looking fora '' coapl'- Of 

game that doesn't require a invtstment in a. Mane 
tlme d d  to gain familiarity you had better Icmk 1. Mil 
ebewbere. 4. b h m 0 ~ I  h l  

TOBRUK farod bat, as asn be txpatcd, in 9- hmll valv 
the Realism category where i t  polled the 4th b=t 
rating to date. I t  also shwnd well in Compomnu la- 6m - - - - - - - -,3 36 

J 

PANZER LEADER 

Q. Assume a landing unil is dispersed on a beach. 
Dws it undirwrre in timc to movc o l l  the beach 
hex beforcanother unit landsorw~ll they continue 
to stock up dispersed units as tongasa unit lands 
in that hex each turn:' 
A. Units disperad by Op. Fire will undisperrpe at 
the cnd ollhcir current turn solhey may move off 
belore the nexl wave lands. Unitsdisperscd in tht 
Cierman player's turn howcvcr do not become 
undiuperstd until the end of the next Allied move 
and therefore will be in the beach htx. causinglhc 
nexl wave to land dispcntd. Howmr, units 
diaperscd in lhis manner become undispersed at 
the end or their turn and may therttort movc off 
the ksch ncxt turn before Ihe next wave of 
assaulting force. 

Q. May aninrantry unit Landingona beach movc I 
hex nflor is its movtmcnt allowance expended in 
hnding'! 
A. The lattcr. 

Q. May morc than I unit land ona btach hex in the 
same turn if they come lrom different adjacent sw 
hcxcf 
A. Yes. but they will be dispcrscd. 

Q. Can a unlt slanrngon a block loador unload in 
thut hex! 
A. Ycs. 

Q. May a unit remain indefinittly in a strcam lux 
without rolling the die alter it has entered it? 
A. Yes. 

Q. May a unit move from stream hcx to stream 
hcx? 
A. Yes--but it must succedully roll the die for 
each new stream hextnteRd. Failurc would ltavc 
it in its oGn.41 arcurn hex. 

Q. May a !.potted unit move out of its spot14 
locntinn and thcn back into ~t in thcsarnt turnand 
become unspotted il a spotting unit is not 
ndjaccnt'! 
A. No. u remains spotted. 

A. H. Ph lhophy . . . Continued lrom Page 31 SPI will also be demonstrating their new 
"monster" games; WAR NV THE WEST and 

nan of DIPLOMACY WORLD on the history of TERR,BLE SW(FT SWORD, 
postal play, Edr Birsan on thetacticsofDIPLOIW- 
ACK b u g  BeYerlein on Boardman number$, Thomas Shaw. Vice President of the Avalon 
and Allan Calhammwr on the invention of the Hill Company, will return with his humomus 
game. Admision will be free. auctioneer act to host an improved, more orderly 

auction of oamina items If vou have aamino " - -  - 
Of more general inter- is the b s i g n  you7d like bringthem an;i 

Consultation side Game Design Service Projea. organizedby Theoretically, the Morning- six 
devosit them in the tournament Ha sometime 
before Sunday. 15%ofwhateveryou getfor your 

prdesslonaldesignerswill beon handtoconsult item be retained by the 
on an individual basis with amateur designers 
on the applicWion of de ign principles torheir 
games.The6 designers havenot been identified 

EXHIBITORS 

vet but i t  is expded that Af Nofi. John Prados. *lthough more dealers be 
a d  Randy Reed will hamong them. Admission added b m e n  now and the Convention the 
will be free. following list includes all those who have paid 

The Dsign Workshop, agein sponsored by 
Morningside, will be more audienae oriented. It 
will feature e one-hour presentation on a 
particular game design topic brown down into 
six ten minute commentaries by the d-igners 
on the panel, followed by half an hour d 

the necessary fees and will tm m anendance, 
Avalon Hill. TSR. Lou Zocchi  associate^, AT- 
TACK International Warpame Association, 
Lowry Enterprizes, 0. Housman Associates [C.- 
In-C, miniaturs), Flying Buffalo. Inc.. Battleline 
Publications. Games Research. Ine. SPI,Taurus, 
Jaodoanther Publications. Excalibre Games. 

questions and answers from the floor. Admis- In<, 'Rend, wonderful world of G ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  GDW. 
sion is free. Conflict Gsms Co.. Naval Institute Press. Eamn . . . . . . . , . 

~ ib l ish ing Corporation. MCC& publishing Co.. 
Simulations Publications. Inc. will host a GHQ ,,d ~h~ A~~~~~~~ wargarner's ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ j ~ .  

number of seminers with vewinu formats. +;A, 
L.". .. 

James F. Ounnigan will be the featured swaker  hi^ completes the list of 
the first One Friday erenlng. His wrc whr for ORIGINS II. More events may beadded later. 

be "Research & Deslgn of Games."Admission 1, addition there will plenty of open gaming, 
wIII be .M). can be purehas* at presentation of prestigeous awards(theCharles 
Tournament during the =On Or via pre- Roberts Awards will return and be joined by the 
registration. PANZERFAUSTAwards), demonstration games 

t,e"",gz ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m ~ p " , ~ ~ ~ ~  and hobby stalwans to meet. Early indications 

Dwelwment personnel lrad 
are that w ' r e  not far from right when we brag 

and Frank Davis will the speakers, that "everyone who i s a n y w  in the hobby will 

The saminer will be limited to the first 40 pre- 
be there:' To follow UP on last year's special 
guest celebrity (Charles Roberts), Rear Admiral 

registrana.Admissionwill be91 OD.Ticketscan ,-, Warie Mc~lusky has been to 
be purchased only via pre-registration. this year's show. The exploits of the then 

"An & Graphics" will be the subject for ,--mmander M ~ c ~ ~ +  have been ponrayed in 
Redmond A. Simonsen Saturday evening. the new full length motion picture MIDWAY by 
Admission will again be limited to the first 40 universal which is schdutedfor release In ~ ~ j ~ ,  
pre-registrants. Admission will be $1.00. His appearance should be a fining climax to a 

TheSPI ROAST is the titleof thegathering of fine weekend of gaming 
the entire SPI RCD staff in the main auditorium 
Saturday evening for a "give and take" session DIRECTIONS 
with the audience. The audienm will b~ free to Those arriving by plane should take the 
ask questions throughout the presentation. limousine service from the airport to 101 W. 
Admission will h free. Fayene St., welk to Baltimore St, and from 

"Tactics of Game Playing" will be the m i c  there a taxi or Bus No 11 to John Hopkin*. 
Sunday morning for speakers Fred Georgian and Greyhound Bus travelers should take Bus No. 
Tom Walczyk of the SPI R&D Staff. Admission 10 to 29th St, while those arrning on 
will be Itmlted M the first 40 pre-registrans. Continental Trailways should go to Baltimore 
Admission will be 81.00. St, where they'll beard Bus No. 11 to JHU. 

AVALON HILL RBG RATING CHART Q 
The games are rankedbytheircumulativesmreswhich isenevarageof the9 
categories for each game. While it may bufairly argued that eech category 
should not weigh equally against the ethers, we use i t  only as a 
generalization of werall rank. By breaking down a game's ratings into 
individual categories thegamwr is abletodiscern for himselfwhere thegame 
is strong or weak in the qualities he values the most. Readers are reminded 
that the Game Length category is measur& in multiples of ten minutes and 
that a reting of 18 would equal 3 hours. 

PANZERBI 
C H A N C E L L V ~ ~  
FRANCE 1940 
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Although Contest No. 70  appeared to be little 

more than a guessing game to many readers, 
such was not its intent. This contest tried to 
srnphasize the importance of intelligent selec- 
tion of matrix cards in order to minimize one's 
own losses while maximizing the casualties of 
the opponent. In a game such as 1776 the 
survival or destruction of one's army often 
depends on a successful matrix selection. 

Those who analyze matrix probabilities and 
can apply them to their tactical selections have 
an advantage which is both subtle and impor- 
tant. A player who has mastered its use can 
maneuver his forces with confidence and 
attempt bold maneuvers relying on his ability to 
minimize through the matrix the penalties of his 
gambles. 

This contest was designed so that the matrix 
system and the contest results could be Cbm- 
pared statistically. It is a tenet of statistics that 
the accuracy of the results is a function of the 
number of trials. Unfortunately, within the 
limiting space in which we worked only 10 trials 
could be performed. Even so, the results are 
surprisingly close. 

Predicatd on our analysis of optimum 
defensive calls (i.e., 8, 1.3 and 4,7,2,5 and 6 in 
that order), we selected the following four 
choices in order of frquency 2, 1 ,  4 and 3. 
Choices 5, 6.7 and 8 were eliminated as being 
too minimal in value. Choice 2 was chosen most 
often as it has a minimal effect todefensivecard 
8 and was favorable against 3 and 4. With a 
totally random offense and defense selection, 
the attacker would average a total 'of -3.1 3 
against his battles in 1 Otrials. Againstthe attack 
selections as set up this is reduced to -1.88 or 
60% of the random selection. The mean of all 
returns matched the prediction at exactly -1.88. 
Our actual defensive calls were in order: 2.1.4, 
3,3,1,1,2,4,and2. 

Contest Mo. 70 was one of the less popular 
efforts to date judging from the small number 
of responses. Those who had the best insig ht in- 
toBritish General Uhl's plans included Bob Car- 
piello of Jax, FL who generated a total of -12 
die roll modifications on his 10 attacks. Other 
winners in descending order included: W. Cas- 
sidy, Westport, CT; R. Chenowetti, Hopkins, SC; 
K. Lieder, Minneapolis, MN; J. Coule, Alarno, 
CA: J. Yazvac, Newport News, VA; J. Malaska, 
Ocean, NJ; B. Spitzner, Binghamton, NY; R. 
Travis, Clinton, OH; D. Little, Dwvney, CA. 

Vol. 12, No. 5 of the GENERAL proved to be a 
rather average issue-polling a 3.22 rating on 
the contest feedback system. The ratings of the 
individual articles on our 200 random sample 
system which allots 3 points for a first place 
vote, 2 for second, etc. looked like this: 

PANZERBLITZ HEX BY HEX . . . . . . . .416 
STRATEGIC ALTERNATIVES . . . . . . ,311 
THE PALEVDA GAMBIT . . . . . . . . . . .I 55 
SERIES REPLAY-ANZIO . . . . . . . . . ,140 
AVALON HILL PHILOSOPHY . . . . . . . 84 
DESlGN ANALYSIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58 
THE REST OF BLllZKRlE G . . . . . . . . . 36 
The Simulation Gamers' Association has 

announced the First Annual Greater Los Ange- 
les Simulations Convention will take place at 
California State University in Northridge, CA on 
June 4-6, 1976. Action is slated far six board 
game and four miniatures tournaments from 9 
a.m. 10 11 p.m. all three days. Both WS &IMand 
KlNGlWAKER will be featured among the 
tournaments. Dr. Jay Christensen, sponsor for 
the Association asks that interested parties 

suggest other tournament possibilities so that 
arrangements can be made if there is suff icient 
interest. Entrance fee is 50C plus 50C for each 
event entered. For further information write: 
Jim Blancher, 19536 Minnehaha St., North- 
ridge, CA 91 324. 

Canuck reader Robert Correll of Toronto 
writes to inform us that he is organizing a group 
trip to ORIGINS II. Robert organized a similar 
happening last year to Dipcon Vlll in Chicago and 
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welcomes interested readers along his route 
[DIPLOMACY enthusiast or not) to contact him 
for further information at his44 Rawlinson Ave., 
Toronto, Ont. M4P 2M9 address or call 416- 
481 -01 46. Others interested in organizing this 
type of charter transportation service to ORI- 
GINS should contact us immediately so that we 
can give you some publicity in the June issue. 

W e  urgeclubs from othercitiesto investigate 
the possibilities of special charter rates 10 
ORIGINS II. Many airlines offer significant 
discounts for groups of 1 Oor more which should 
enable all  but the mom destitute to attend the 
national show. 

Mr. President . . . the game 
of campaign politics 

MR. PRESIDENT realistically re-enacts 
campaign events leading to the election 
of the President and Vice President and 
features both popular and electoral vote 
tallies. Parties nominate their candidates 
and plan strategies designed to sweep 
them into office. Voting habits reflected 
throughout the game are based on statis- 
tics from actual elections of the past 20 

HOW years. The same frustrations and deci- 
TO sions confronting actual political candi- 

PLAY dates face the players in their quest for 
[AMRIDGED 

1HSTRUCTIORS) 
victory! Average playing time: 1 hour. 

MR. PRESIDENT i s  for 2 or 4 players, teens through adults. Bookshelf case contains ballot 
box, tally boards, candidate cards, ballot cards, campaign headquarters cards, dice, special 
pencils and instructions. 
Object of the Game: Each party attempts to depletes both i t s  Ballot decks, playem may 
win a majority of the votes cast by cam- then campaign in two regions during a turn, 
paigning throughout the nation. casting Ballots in either or both of the regions. 
To Play: Parties receive two Candidate Cards. When one player is out of Ballots, the game 
One player acts as Presidential candidate, the ends. Cards remaining in player's hands are 
other as Vice Presidential candidate. put in Undecided Voter stack; other cards are 
Campaign Ability (shown on Candidate Cards) put aside. 
determines number of Ballot Cards each At campaign's end, Ballots in Undecided 
player will ho1d:Fartners may confer but do Voter stack become Absentee Ballots and 
not exchange cards. are distributed to parties (with party cam- 
First player announces region (East, South, paigning in most states receiving most Ab 
Midwest o r  West) where he will campaign sentee Ballots). Absentee Ballots may be cast 
and rolls dice. He may then cast votes (Bal- in any state. 
lot Cards) in this region according to the Each region is tallied separately by counting 
numbers on the dice. He must announce number of votes cast in each state. In popu- 
whether each Ballot cast has a President or lar vote tally, party with largest vote count 
Vice President seal (generally President Bal- wins. In electoral vote tally, party with 270 
lots have higher vote counts). Both parties or more of the 538 electoral votes wins. 
record on their Tally Boards where the Ballots The advanced game allows players to nomi- 
were cast so  they may see how the campaign nate candidates, advertise, raise advertising 
is going. After casting Ballots, player refills funds and debate in the hopes of gaining 
his hand from his Ballot deck. When a party more votes. 

Maryland residents add 4% State Sales Tax. 




